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Abstract 

 
The Puzzle has great significance in the Kurdish folklore. It exists in all 

the Kurdish dialects and regions. 
Despite of its variety and being widespread in the Kurdish language, it 

has not been investigated properly and most of the Kurdish scholars and 
critics have only paid attention to its content and subject matter. However, 
the Kurdish puzzle possesses special rhythmic and formal features. 

The Kurdish puzzle in Bahdinan area is characterized by many formal 
features. It has more than (11) poetic stanzas. Most of puzzles have 
rhythmic feature. The form of puzzle and rhyme scheme are the main 
reasons that have kept the puzzle and transferred it from one generation to 
another. 

The researcher has come up with the conclusion that the form has the 
main role in preserving the Kurdish puzzle and has kept it as it is. 
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Abstract:
Folklore and shrines have an important role in the development and evolution 

novel Kurdish، said the board shrines they contain stories of heroic leaders and 
rider Kurdish in fierce fighting with the enemy، wars and epics heroic art short 
story and short short story، modern art appearing in world literature in general and 
literature Kurdish particularly back the beginnings of the emergence of the art of 
the short story in the first half of the nine teenth century by both Gogol and 
Chekhov and Edgar Allan Poe either art short short story in the world literature of 
the post-World War The first was for Nathalie Sarut the lead role in the birth of this 
fiction، which is characterized by lack of words and shorten the impurity and the 
Palace of his time the title role more often than that the birth of the short story، and 
short short story came in response to the desire of the reader EU in reading texts 
feature Palace event fiction and which in the short story or the long story has 
emerged art in Kurd short short story ish literature talk through the years seventies، 
where he witnessed the Kurdish literature in that period turns and shifts the 
quantity and quality of the nature of the outcomes literature، especially after the 
emergence of a group (Ruange) at the beginning years of the seventies of the last 
century، and they had their acclaimed role in the renovation and modernization of 
the path of modern Kurdish literature. 

So witnessed years seventies in the last century the emergence short short story 
in fiction Kurdish 've researcher found examples of what can be called a term short 
short story in years thirties، especially among the poet and distal (qadri Jean)، 
which was published four short short story in those years in the Levant in the 
magazine " Alhawar "Kurdish in 1932 1938. We have flourished art short story 
after the uprising of the spring of 1991، to the prosperity of the Kurdish press and 
printing Kurdish during this period، which contributed to the Kurdish press in the 
publication of several short story on the front shroud Nonfiction fits in more with 
the nature of the pages of the paper، which is trying to publish many of the 
outcomes literature on one page، and the fact that short short story characterized by 
lack of lyrics that range between (500 - 1200) the word as some researchers go to 
him، either short story between (5000 60000) word، try researcher turning a short 
story into a very short story and vice versa، with the calculationthe number of 
words of each of the short story and the story is very short. 
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Abstract 
 

This study is titled (The Value of Symbols in Lattif Halmat's Poetries) 
which is an attempt to consider a very effective and interesting topic by 
demonstrating the value, the importance, the status, and the role of it in 
poetries. This study, namely, brings the hiden aspects of symbol within 
Halmat's poetries into a light . 

 There are many factors behind conducting this study, but the most 
encouraging one is the lack of academic studies in this respect although 
there are many outstanding studies on the poet's biography and works. This 
study, to bring about accurate results, adopts both the descriptive and 
analytical approach. The significance of this study results from the 
importance of examining the value and the stunning beauties of symbols in 
the poetries of that great poet. Moreover, Symbol is an essential element of 
poetry which plays a great role in the process of composing poetries; 
particularly, in Halmat's poetries . 

This study consists of two chapters in addition to the introduction of the 
study. The first chapter is devoted to the theoritical part which consists of 
two sections. The first section comprehensively considers the concept of 
symbol. The second section illustrates the historical background of symbol, 
and demonstrates the reasons behind their uses. Chapter two covers the 
value and the reaction of symbol in Halmat's poetries which consists of 
three sections. The first section presents personal, general and literary 
symbols. The second section demonstrates legendary, religious and 
historical symbols in the poetries of this great poet. Section three regards the 
levels of the ecstacy influence of cultural, national, humanitarian and natural 
symbols.  
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Abstract 
Mamasta of hey Ahbdoulrhhmona the Kal and Hholh Zanstahkane 

 

This research addresses the talk about the efforts of Muslim Scholars , 
Kurds , and show its role in the service of Muslims , through the 
dissemination of Islamic science Alarabah and , through his fatwas , which 
handled the problems of everyday people , family and unanimous and so 
on.. 
The research also speaks about his work that his field of learning and peer 
who tell him in this era, where he remained for more than seventy years old 
fatwa people and guided them to the right and right and let them know what 
is permissible for them and deprive them and other matters of religion. . 
And is not the only one in this area , but the former Kurds scientists so they , 
therefore I thought it necessary to highlight and demonstrate the role of this 
generation world , and this science Sheikh Abdul Rahman Abdul Karim. 
(Kal) Kurdish.Mentioned in this research short summary about his personal 
life and scientific voyages of scientific , then moved to its role in the field of 
education for Science Arab and Islamic Aqraah century , and then moved to 
a position in the Mufti and his presidency of Jean- Ifta Sulaimaniya , and 
then reported models of fatwas in the doors Jurisprudence different The 
research concluded conclusion that involve a number of points , and I ask 
Allah to benefit the people. 
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Abastract 
 
Sultan Mahamod AL-Ghazanawy, Who Was born in 361h./971 AD, 

Was one of the well-kuouln figures of Central Asia in Islamic history. 
When his father was in power, he took part in the attacks againist the 

khorasan revolutionists who were backed by Samanian King. Noah 11 the 
time of his prominency was at the Abbasid era at which Islamic con tries 
were suffered from division. The Islamic countries were divided in to 
different States. In one hand Abbassid Caliph was in power and dominat, 
Fatima state was dominat in nothren part of Africa. Despite the emergence 
of Batinees, Bwaihies were practically in power. In fact, the war was not 
only political but also sectarian at which Ghaznawy had a significant role.  

The importance of this figure appeared in his father’s era. When he and 
his father had an important role in the victory of samanians against thir 
enemies. Later on, they could took both khaznd and khorasan. After his 
Father’s death and within a short paribd, he Could eleminate all conflects 
and struggles, subsequently, he come to power. He was acknowledgdged by 
Abassid caliphate. He Could expand the realm of Islamic authority by his 
conquest toward India. He stood firm against those who were against sunnis 
and made them feeble and weak He made his state and himself to have 
amajestic, elenated and outstanding status. Among all Islamic world.  

When he Was in power, he cold expand the area of his authority and 
state Withuwt using a sword against his religion fellows.  

His conquests mode him tobe asource of pride throughut the Islamic 
countries. 

However, he could obtain the Abbasid acceptance From the religion pers 
pectine, sutan Mahmod was adherd to the idea that fighing against Islamic 
enemies Can be regarded as Jihad.  

Sultan Mahod was in strong enemity toward both Bwahies and Fatimies.  
He never made any agree ment with them, but he was the strong headed 

enemy of She’iters. 
Mahmod Ghaznawy Died in 421H./ 1030AD. After had suffered of two 

years of achronic diseae 
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Abstract 
 

The aim of this research was to find out the link between 
Kurdish journalism and university lecturers. For this purpose, 
researchers developed a questionnaire and administered it to 185 
lecturers in three universities, namely, Salahadin, Sulaimani and 
Koya. Among the most important findings was that 68.10% of 
university lecturers do not subscribe to any Kurdish newspaper. 
Among those who subscribed, Hawlati newspaper came first. 
Nevertheless, majority (83.24%) of the lecturers read Kurdish 
newspapers and mostly they read Hawlati. At the end the study 
provided some suggestions to further strengthen the relationship 
between University and Kurdish media. 
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Abstract 
 
 The aim of this research is to identify the attitudes of the student of 

Koya University towards the Kurdish Satellites according some variables 
like (gender ،profession ،stage ،and the time of watching television). For 
this purpose a questionnaire was prepared to measure attitudes which 
includes (25) items which has(5)options (strongly agree  ،agree ،somehow 
agree ،disagree ،strongly disagree). After doing face validity and Internal 
consistency to the measure ،the researcher randomly chose (159) students as 
a sample from second and fourth stage from all for faculties ،which (78) of 
them were male and (81) of them were female. 

After collecting the forms and analyzing them with (SPSS) statistical 
program ،results showed that students generally have negative attitude 
towards Kurdish satellites ،and the results also showed that there are not 
statistically significant differences between the students according to the 
variables (gender ،profession ،stag ،and the time of watching television). At 
the end ،the researcher has presented some recommendations and 
suggestions. 
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ABSTRACT 

THE FACTORS OF YOUNG IMMIGRATION IN KURDISH 
SOCIETY 

The lack of clarity immigration agents at the moment the problem of the 
study as that of the most important goals of the study is to determine the 
factors of immigration of young people in the Kurdish society. In the 
theoretical aspect of this study, researchers determined scientific terms used 
in this study (youth, immigration and Society) and previous studies (Kurdish 
and foreign) and also identified factors and the effects of immigration. In 
this the researchers perparied the way for entring to the field for this study 
by selecting the framework of methodologyby identify social survey 
method-sampling and formulate questionnarie and determine the population 
of the study (aspects of the study of human, temporal and spatial) and the 
quality of the sample used in the study (sample intentionality) by size (50 
respondents) and the use of means Statistical (Percentage and  the Mean). It 
also devoted a chapter to view the results of field study and the most 
important findings of the study is the economic-political factor 
toimmigration of young people in the Kurdish society and eventually offers 
recommendations and suggestions for the future. 
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Abo Bakr Batliusa approach (D 494 H) in the use of language in his texts 
Explain the notice six ignorance 

Platform of linguistic lesson at Al- Andalusians that amassed a 
collection of poems in the book of ignorance and explained them and they 
began to teach their students, then the scientists take this notification group 
with explanation and analysis, recall the most famous: 

 Explain the seven long poems sleepless Gahilat for Abi Bakr Al- Anbari 
(D328H) and explain the nine famous poems for Abi Jaafar Al- Nahhas , 
and explain the six notice ignorance for Abi Bakr Al- Batliusa (D494 H) 
which became the important books that are taught in Al- Andaluse ,and an 
important part of the students culture over ages ,and other annotations 
poems ignorance. 

 Required by the nature of times in which Abu Bakr Al- Batliusa lived 
scientists mentioned their approach in the introductions to their books 



 

indicate to the reader the way they walked in the development of their books 
, however Batliusa didn't mention in the introduction of his commentary 
even some sources all disclosed in this topic is (all that reported in this 
explanation was taken from the scientists' texts). 

Hence the research was an attempt to identify the references relied upon 
by Al- Batliusa explanation first, then judged on his approach in the use of 
linguistic texts that was quoting directly from them or that he enumerated 
from sources written after him many ages , because just cite ancient books 
doesn't necessarily mean that it was his possession ,but he could be cited 
from the later's books. 

 The most important findings could be summed up as follow:-  
1- Show us during the search that Abo Bakr Al- Batliusa adopted in all 

the linguistic material in his commentary on the many sources of books and 
media and comes on top of these flags Al- Nahhas than Ibn Al- Anbari and 
Ibn Qutaiba in the third place followed by Abu Ali Al Qali in terms of 
transport from them ,it is transmitted through texts in opposition of (explain 
the six ignorance notice) texts contained in the prints books show us that he 
was depended on the multiple copies of some books that didn't reach us as 
well as its dependence on the sense of transport for these books. 

2- After balancing the texts contained in to explanation (the six notice) 
its resources with these of the original emerged that Abu Batliousa's style in 
transport was characterized by the transfer of the text with the word without 
any change and literal transport with the disposal of the word and that’s 
more following , and transportation sense without a word that’s a few. He 
has stated in several places the names of those who transferred from , and 
may not be mentioned in other positions. As for his style in the transfer of 
opinions was depended on the transport of non. comment , which is most 
following , it is sufficient commentator offer different opinions that have 
been made in one matter of the non. Comment or weighting opinion over 
the other , and transport depends with weighting and that’s a lot but less 
than the first and transport with a reply and this little analogy the rest.  

3- And show us through the research it is inferred in most places 
linguistics texts for the purpose of semantic recalled semantic meaning of 
the word than it supports similar placements of Qur'an , and al. Hadith , and 
the perspective and wall flowers of language of the Arab. But to observed of 
Al- Batilusa that in his commentary cited the notification until after the age 
of eloquences , like his cited of al- Mutanabi's poetry and Ibn shahed Al. 
Andalousis and also with the proverbs , he also cited the proverbs of 
nongrel.  
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R=2,2+3,8(0,83)
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Abstract 
Obstacles to agricultural development in Akre 

 Agricultural development faces many obstacles and challenges on the 
regional and international levels, therefore the achievement of development 
and food security are regarded as one of the main pillars of agricultural 
development. From this point of view we have chosen Akre District as a 
field of the study to identify the main obstacles and challenges that face 
agricultural development there’s because Akre is considered an important 
Districts of the province of Dahuk, Iraq's Kurdistan region and Iraq 
agriculturally. This is due to the existence of an adequate set of natural and 
human components which affect the process of agricultural production. In 
this sense the developments of agricultural sector on both plant and animal 
sides have been taking in to account by Kurdistan Regional Government. 

It is worth to be mentioned that Akre District contributes to the 
production about 8% of production of wheat in the region, which 
contributes to a large extent ensnaring food security in wheat in Kurdish 
region. In addition to that, there exists in the District over %14 animals 
resources including livestock (sheep and goats), in the region. Also we 
should not forget the role of Akre District in producing large amounts of 
rice, vegetables, fruits, milk and milk products that is more than the amount 
of international recommended for an individual share international. 

Nevertheless, the suffers from problems, obstacles and challenges all of 
which hinder the development in general and agricultural development in 
particular in the District that a vital role in the production process negatively 
and reflects directly and indirectly negatively to the economic, social and 
even environmental aspects. 
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 Yi X1 X2 X3 X4 x5 

1997 221793 390 561500 18529.5 550.1 28075 

1998 59142 133 444680 14673.4 220 22234 

1999 122020 300 406735 13422.3 440 20337 

2000 229090 514 445700 14708 541.6 22285 

2001 231814 451 514000 16962 539.9 25700 

2002 140284 272 515750 17019.8 731.1 25788 

2003 127842 325 393240 12976.9 558.5 19662 

2004 76708 187.5 399108 10200.6 554.2 15455 

2005 205883 412 449472 14832.6 690.9 22474 

2006 201643 419 481250 15881.3 606.6 24063 

2007 82518 182.5 452156 14921 216 22608 

2008 195016 337 565330 18655.9 346.4 28317 

2009 354620 464 764626 25232.6 597.2 382313 

2010 424806 499 851315 28093.3 450.5 42566 

2011 345398 430 803225 26506.4 345 401613 

2012 307235 350 877815 28967.9 772.2 43891 
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Conclusion: 
Wheat is the staple in the human diet is needed and if we look to the annual 

increase in population amounting to 3.3% shows us the extent of the growing need 
for large to this article, year after year, and this requires constantly strive to 
maintain a balance between output and public demand during the search for 
methods of new scientific to develop the cultivation of wheat crop and the 
exploitation of the possibilities available and optimally means of land, water, seed 
and fertilizer to reach the highest production quality and quantity. The research 
hypothesis is adopted. 

The productivity dunam of wheat crop is affected by many factors, including 
(the amount of the airport, the cultivated area, and the amount of seeds, and the 
amount of fertilizer used............. etc.). The research aims: to study the factors 
affecting the productivity of wheat crop in the province of Dohuk and (b farm area, 
and fertilizer, and the amount of seeds, and rain). Dependence was descriptive 
analytical method as the evolution of the productivity of wheat crop in the province 
of Dohuk, in addition to the standard method for quantifying the impact of factors 
capable of influencing the independent production so dependent on what books and 
published research and studies and books in this area. The research has come to 
some conclusions, including: indicates the function to the existence of a correlation 
between the production of wheat in the province of Dohuk and yields dunam 
including where to change one unit of yield leads to change the production amount 
of 491.2-the cultivated area in Dahuk of wheat began to decline and Hedda goes 
back to the lower the amount of rain falling and the temperature rise and high 
production costs and the reluctance of farmers producing wheat because it is not 
economically feasible. Variation yields between dunam and another year and 
achieved the highest yields of the year (2000), followed by a year (2010) because 
of the quantities of heavy rain that fell on the governor of Dohuk. And presented a 
set of proposals including: the use of modern techniques in irrigation of agricultural 
crops by using the system of drip irrigation or spraying. Use quantities of 
appropriate chemical fertilizers organic fertilizing cultivated areas and affecting a 
positive increase in yields dunam and thus total production. Expansion in the 
cultivation of wheat crop and that the fact that the province has a viable cultivation 
of wheat, whether spaces or rain or Waters or manpower. opened centers to receive 
the product of wheat during the harvest in the production areas To simplify 

operations transferred to Granaries 0 announcement of the purchase prices of 
wheat and other strategic crops before the planting season in order to farmers' 
decision-making in agriculture or not.. must be viable agricultural crop prices for 
farmers and check them return on net farm can support his family and develop his 
farm.
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Abstract 
Exercises of focusing and diverting attention and their effect on the 

development of reaction time and reception skill to the advanced volleyball players 
 The diversity of training exercises is a necessary task to upgrade the level of 

training skills in various sports including volleyball. As this variety will eliminate 
boredom of the player and increase orientation towards training. The focusing and 
diverting attention are regarded as the mental processes that are directly linked to 
the performance skill in the volleyball. 

The research aims to: 
- Develop Exercises of focusing and diverting attention to the development of 

reaction time and reception skills among advanced volleyball players. 
- Identify the impact of the Exercises of focusing and diverting attention to the 

development of reaction time and reception skills among advanced volleyball 
players. 

 Concerning research methodology, the researcher has used an experimental 
method by using experimental design with two groups, one of them is experimental 
and the other is control with two tests, pre and post, because of its suitability and 
the nature of the problem. The research community has been chosen through an 
intentional method from the advanced players of Sirwan Shahrazour volleyball 
club for the season (3013-2014). They were participants of the Kurdistan region 
first division and were (20) players. (4) of them, who were involved in the 
exploratory experiment, were excluded bringing the final number of the sample to 
(16) players and (80%). They were randomly divided into two equal groups; an 
experimental group and a control group. Each group consisted of (8) players. The 
curriculum which was prepared by the researcher consisted of (24) units, (4) units 
per week, for 6 weeks. The time of exercises was (6) minutes from the beginning 
of the main part of the unit. After obtaining the results, they were processed 
statistically and the researcher concluded the following: 

1- The exercises of focusing and diverting attention between pre and post tests 
to the experimental group helped develop the reaction time and reception skill 
among advanced volleyball players. This is shown and concluded in the study. 

2- There is a significant influence in the development of the reaction time and 
reception skill among the experimental and control groups in the post-test on the 
advanced volleyball players. This in in favor of the experimental group that has 
used the exercises of focusing and diverting attention. 

The researcher recommends:  
1- The need to use the exercises of focusing and diverting attention in the 

development of the reaction time and reception skill in volleyball for advanced 
players because of their effectiveness in training. 

2- Conducting similar studies for different age groups and other samples from 
females to know the effect of the exercises of focusing and diverting attention and 
work on their development. 
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le roi se meurt

Abstract

In Ionesco's Exit the King, death phobia is presented on the stage
through a character of a dying king, Berangea, whom the agony of death is
clearly manifested. He succumbs to this panic while he is being led to his
doom. He rejects the reality of death and at same time he seeks vainly for
life. Due to his human nature, the king realizes that his submission to death
occurs through certain factors and in more than one stage. The universality
of Ionesco's play is derived from the fact that it is relevant to everyone
everywhere. It asks some questions by means of which the audience is
confronted with the eternal apprehension, which death stands for. Although
death has been a taboo, the author deals with it in such a way that makes his
work reflective and suggestive at the same time.
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abandonne les siens, il est abandonné par les siens, il s’oublie lui-même et
dépouillé de tout, nu, il peut mourir »1.

Somme toute, cette cérémonie peut, bel et bien, paraître en tant que rite
initiatique aboutissant, avec l’impossible régression, à la mort. Surtout que
la spécificité magistrale de la cérémonie est qu’elle poursuit son
déroulement conformément à un protocole, sans qu’elle puisse dévier de
cours.

Enfin, il est certain que l’idée fantasmatique de la mort poursuit l’auteur
depuis longtemps, depuis l’enfance, et qu’il la vit avec une quotidienneté
obsessionnelle. En outre, il semble que pour Ionesco, la mort est plutôt un
phénomène universel. D’ailleurs, il confie que: « la mort est un cauchemar
collectif autant qu’une obsession individuelle »2.

Ainsi, le thème de la mort est traité dans la majorité des œuvres de
Ionesco telles, la leçon, les chaises, victimes du devoir, Amédée ou comment
s’en débarrasser et tueur sans gage où la marque de la mort est portée par
excellence. Et bien sûr, dans le roi se meurt, la manifestation de ce
phénomène irréductible trouve son ultime représentation.

Conclusion
Parmi les principales œuvres de Ionesco le roi se meurt, pièce dans

laquelle il porte à la scène le drame de l'agonie. Le personnage concerné est
le roi Bérenger, un vieux monarque qui avec son attachement viscéral à la
vie refuse l'idée de mourir. En fait, dans cette recherche, les réactions du roi
à la mort et ses agitations seront observées à partir d’une répartition
tripartite incluant le temps, l'attachement à la vie et la cérémonie. La
recherche a traité de ses facteurs en tant que phases préliminaires conduisant
le roi Bérenger à se soumettre à l'idée de la mort. Cependant, Il est avéré
qu’au mépris de ses réticences et de son air de rechigné, Bérenger I s’est
laissé aller à l’idée d’admettre la mort. Indubitablement, considérée comme
un fait accompli, la mort s’est imposé en maître absolue obligeant le roi à
s’incliner en dépassant son arrogance et se soumettre enfin à cette force
obscure. En effet, malgré l’esprit récalcitrant du roi contre la mort, celle-ci
se fait prévaloir par sa suprématie.

1 Paul-Louis Mignon, De l’autre côté du rideau – entretien avec Eugène Ionesco, 13 janvier
1963.
http://www.google.fr/#q=DE+L%27AUTRE+C%C3%94T%C3%89+DU+RIDEAU+Paul+
louis-mignon&spell=1
69 Claude Abastado, Ionesco, Paris, op. cit., p. 248.
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bals et les autres divertissements, qu’elle a déjà vécu avec le roi Bérenger.
D’ailleurs, elle ne mâche pas ses mots en interpellant la deuxième reine :
« Fini de folâtrer, finis les loisirs, finis les beaux, jours finis les gueuletons,
fini votre strip-tease »1.

D’ores et déjà, la situation est de l’ordre de la vigueur et de la
réglementation qui est une mis en contraste à l’égard de la puérilité de Marie
et de l’infantilisme du roi. Digne de maîtresse de cérémonie, la deuxième
reine, Margueritte, présente les formalités cérémoniales au moment où elle
proclame que « le programme sera exécuté point par point »2. Cette fermeté
procure à cet événement une ambiance de gravité et même de sévérité.
Inévitablement, la pièce arrive à son point culminant où le roi doit se rendre
à l’évidence de sa finitude. De sorte que la pièce dans son intégralité
converge vers cet instant décisif, entrepris en conformité à un protocole par
le garde quand il déclame dignement que « la cérémonie commence! »3.
Toute la tension causée par la certitude de la mort retombe finalement. Le
roi s’est débarrassé des liens qui l’attachent à la vie. Désormais, il est en
phase de quiétude grâce à son acceptation de mourir, il ne souffre plus.

Parallèlement, la cérémonie, en écho au titre originel que Ionesco lui a
donné, accorde au roi l’occasion de s’affermir afin de pouvoir rejoindre
sereinement sa demeure finale, après avoir coupé tous les liens qui
l’attachent à l’existence et à renoncer à tous ses désirs grâce au zèle de la
reine Margueritte, « car c’est le désir qui est l’obstacle le plus grave qui
s’oppose à notre délivrance »4, comme le signale l’auteur dans Journal en
miettes. Par le fait, « cette pièce, c’est un essai d’apprentissage de la
mort »5, un style d’exercice spirituel dont le but est d’apprivoiser l’angoisse
de la mort. A partir de cet instant décisif où il concède à la reine Marguerite,
incarnant Thanatos en quelque sorte, le soin de le guider dans son voyage de
l’au-delà, il sera en état se livrer en toute confiance : « Sa peur se mêle à la
résignation, à la nostalgie et petit à petit il abandonne son royaume, il

1 Eugène Ionesco, Le roi se meurt, op. cit., p. 22.
2 Ibid., p. 51.
3 Ibid., p. 51.
4 Eugène Ionesco, Journal en miettes, Paris, Gallimard ,1973. Cité par Marie-Claude
Hubert, Eugène Ionesco, Paris, Seuil, 1990, p. 174.
5 Eugène Ionesco, Claude Bonnefoy , Entre la vie et le rêve: Entretien avec Claude
Bonnefoy, Paris, Gallimard, collection blanche, 1996, p. 82.
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au bout de deux jours »2. Pourtant, bien que ce dérèglement temporel soit
absurde, il est en même temps porteur de sens; ce monarque absolu s’est
intronisé depuis un temps incommensurable et il compte y rester encore
pour l’éternité. Dès lors, il se soucie fort peu de daigner prêter attention aux
outrages du temps.

C’est aussi le cas du fait que « le printemps qui était là hier soir nous a
quitté il y a deux heures trente »3 qui atteste l’incongruité temporelle.
Toutefois, le passage insolite du printemps à l’automne en un rien de temps
ne semble point déranger le roi qui dénie absolument l’évidence temporelle.
A juste titre, la remarque de Bérenger 1er quand il se demande: « Pourquoi
suis-je né si ce n'était pas pour toujours? Maudits parents. Quelle drôle
d'idée, quelle bonne blague! Je suis venu au monde il y a cinq minutes, je
me suis marié il y a trois minutes »4.

Or, l’adoption de cette panoplie de procédés à dessein de perturber la
chronologie concourt à rendre la pièce encore plus absurde, pareil à
l’absurdité de la mort qui traverse le temps sans être résolue.

La cérémonie, le rituel de la mort:
En définitive, l’avènement de la cérémonie qui vient clôturer avec

solennité le processus de la mort du monarque symbolise l’ultime étape du
drame. L’évolution de la pièce est scandée par l’annonce majestueuse d’une
cérémonie qui prendra lieu d’initier le roi à l’exorcisme de la mort. D’après
C.Abastado :

Cette progression compose un procès psychologique rigoureux. Avant
l'arrivée du roi, les autres personnages font l'inventaire des signes et
mettent en place la « cérémonie ». Bérenger reste d'abord aveugle et sourd,
il ironise ; la prise de conscience s'accompagne de révolte, de colère ; le
désespoir est ensuite la première étape de la résignation ; la nostalgie
marque la conquête de la sérénité : la vie est alors évoquée au passé ; enfin
viennent l'oubli et l'entrée souveraine dans la mort5.

Pour autant, dès le commencement de la pièce, la reine Marguerite
communique les étapes de la cérémonie durant lesquelles la reine Marie
paraîtra dans un rôle carrément différent de la vie mouvementée, tels les

1 Ibid., p. 25.
2 Ibid., p. 25.
3 Ibid., p. 27.
4 Ibid., p. 66.
5 Claude Abastado, Ionesco, Paris, Bordas, 1971, p.170.
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Par ces scansions temporelles est articulée une marche impitoyable, qui
prend la forme d’un compte à rebours fatal conduisant inévitablement au
décès du roi. Le temps est aussi l’un des facteurs qui donnent à la pièce sa
dimension dramatique, ici il interprète le rôle du destin, ainsi qu’un moyen
par lequel s'affiche la vulnérabilité de l’homme par rapport à l’écoulement
du temps, d’où le malheur de Bérenger 1er. Désormais, Il doit s’efforcer de
prendre en main la responsabilité d’affronter la fatalité de la mort et de
s’accommoder du temps objectif, le temps mesurable et opératoire opposé
au temps subjectif propre au roi et auquel l’extinction est loin de toucher son
terme:

Le temps se caractérise par l’autre face de l’irréversible qui le constitue.
On le sait parce qu’on le vit : le temps qui passe, le temps qui s’écoule, le
temps que les horloges mesurent, le temps des sabliers. Il est marqué par la
notion d’irréversible. On ne retourne pas en arrière. Il y a des choses qui ne
reviendront plus1.

En dépit de la constance des mentions temporelles alertant sans répit le
roi du restant du temps qu’il possède avant de s’éteindre, toutefois le temps
en tant qu’aspect irrémédiable est vaguement déterminé. Du fait, le
déroulement de l’action dans la pièce demeure sans renvoi à une date
précise. Ainsi, les points de repère temporel fournis par les personnages ne
donnent en aucun cas le moyen de se situer distinctement dans une période.
En premier lieu, la description du domaine royal ressortit probablement à
l’époque médiévale, surtout suite à l’évocation du « royaume »2, « les
oubliettes »3 du château et « le médecin du Roi, […], bourreau et astrologue
à la cour »4. Quoique l’usage de termes tels, « breakfast »5, « tanks »6,
« living-room »7 ou « radiateur »8 montre des anachronismes pour ce qui
regarde l’ère médiévale. Subséquemment, nous pouvons clairement
souligner une contradiction relative à l’ordre chronologique autant qu’une
incohérence totale vis-à-vis de la succession logique du temps. Les citoyens
« vieillissent très vite »9, ils passent « de vingt-cinq ans »1 à « quatre-vingts

1 Marie de Hennezel et Bertrand Vergely, Une vie pour se mettre au monde, op. cit., p. 98.
2 Eugène Ionesco, Le roi se meurt, op. cit., p. 23.
3 Ibid., p. 40.
4 Ibid., p. 14.
5 Ibid., p. 33.
6 Ibid., p. 68.
7 Ibid., p. 14.
8 Ibid., p. 15.
9 Ibid., p. 25.
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L’action catalytique du temps:
L’autre fait marquant qui concourt à la mort du roi est le principe du

temps qui symbolise un autre élément d’après lequel la conception de la
mort trouve son idéal. Etant donné que de toute évidence le roi est un être
humain, son principal trait commun le rend, avant toute autre considération,
mortel quoiqu’il perdure: « L’être humain est contraint, malgré lui, à la
découverte du caractère énigmatique de sa propre condition puisqu'il est de
son destin d'être voué à la mort »1.

Indubitablement, on est devant un fait accompli, le temps revendique
son droit. En outre, la durée du spectacle correspond justement à la durée de
l’agonie de Bérenger 1er, un temps continu et clôturé: « Tu vas mourir dans
une heure et demie, tu vas mourir à la fin du spectacle »2.

Dès le commencement, le sort réservé au roi est un fait avéré, le
spectateur est prévenu du dénouement à partir des premiers instants et les
signes de mort apparaissent dès la première scène « il fait froid. […]. Ca ne
fonctionnent pas. Les radiateurs ne veulent rien entendre. Le ciel est
couvert, les nuages n'ont pas l'air de vouloir se dissiper facilement. Le soleil
est en retard. J'ai pourtant entendu le Roi lui donner l'ordre d'apparaître »3.

Ainsi que le signalement fréquent de l’inexorable fuite du temps tout au
long du spectacle:

Tu vas mourir dans une heure vingt-cinq minutes4.
Oui, Sire. Dans une heure vingt-quatre minutes cinquante
secondes5.
Dans une heure vingt-quatre minutes quarante et une secondes6.
Il ne vous reste qu’un peu plus d’une heure, Sire. Il faut tout faire
en une heure7.

Il nous reste trente-deux minutes trente secondes8.
Il te reste un quart d’heure9.

1 François Chirpaz, Le tragique, Paris, PUF Collection : Que sais-je ?, 1998, p. 70.
2 Eugène Ionesco, Le roi se meurt, op. cit., p. 37.
3 Ibid., p. 15.
4 Ibid., p. 50.
5 Ibid., p. 51.
6 Ibid., p. 51.
7 Ibid., p. 56.
8 Ibid., p. 86.
9 Ibid., p. 129.
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beau, il était sage, toutes les qualités. Il m'aimait, il m'aimait. Mon pauvre
chat, mon seul chat1.

Une longue tirade à travers laquelle il se remémore de beaucoup de
détails concernant une période pleine d’affection et d’attachement à la vie.

Evidemment, il garde encore beaucoup d’estime pour les joies
quotidiennes de la vie tels les repas, d’où sa frustration d’être privé de la
dégustation du « pot-au-feu »2 tout simplement parce que « ce n'est pas
recommandé pour la santé des mourants »3. Pareillement, quand il réalise
qu’il a perdu l’appétit et il s'exclame:

Il n'est pas midi. Ah, si, il est midi. Ca ne fait rien. Pour moi, c'est le
matin. Je n'ai encore rien mangé. Que l'on m'apporte mon breakfast. A vrai
dire, je n'ai pas trop faim. Docteur, il faudra que vous me donniez des
pilules pour réveiller mon appétit et dégourdir mon foie4.

Ou encore, lorsque le médecin lui fait savoir qu’il sera interdit de repas
du fait qu’il va décéder: « vous n’aurez pas votre petit-déjeuner demain
matin. Pas de dîner ce soir non plus. Le cuisinier a éteint le gaz. Il rend son
tablier. Il range pour l’éternité les nappes et les serviettes dans le
placard »5.

Certainement, se sentir priver de goûter à tous ces simples particularités
de la vie semble trop dur pour le roi, puisque ce sont les actes fréquents
significatifs de vivacité dont il doit de gré ou de force s’en défaire.

A mesure que la prémonition de la fin s’avère plus concrète, il
commence à prendre goût aux contingences de la vie quotidienne, les
occupations les plus banales, voire même les besognes les plus rudes. Le
constat de se voir entrer en agonie le conduit spontanément à découvrir la
sensation de la réalité sous un aspect nouveau. Il s’intéresse de près à la vie
de ses subalternes, tout en savourant leurs labeurs. Aussitôt, chaque cas
devient expressif tant qu’il révèle un acte de vie. Or, face à Juliette, sa
femme de ménage, il éprouve un sentiment d’envie qui le pousse jusqu’à
convoiter sa misère: que c’est beau une robe moche”6, et même sa
douleur: « on souffre beaucoup. La douleur s'atténue, elle disparaît. Quel
soulagement! On est très heureux après »7.

1 Ibid., p. 112.
2 Ibid., p. 94.
3 Ibid., p. 95.
4 Ibid., p. 33.
5 Ibid., p. 37.
6 Ibid., p. 92.
7 Ibid., p. 92.
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goût à la vie dans toute sa plénitude. Par ailleurs, la manifestation de la
recherche des plaisirs même les plus banals est assez palpable chez le roi.
Pourtant, quand il ne lui reste que les derniers moments, assidûment il tâte
tous les recoins de sa vie antérieure reniflant ce qu’il lui reste de
réminiscences d’un passé lointain.

Au préalable, le flot des beaux souvenirs fait surface par le biais de la
deuxième reine Marie. Dans une tentative de lui remonter le moral, Marie
évoque « ce matin de juin au bord de la mer »1, durant lequel, tous les deux,
ils étaient comblés. En guise de réponse, Bérenger lui rappelle les nuits où
quand il avait « des cauchemars »2 et qu'il « pleurai[t] en dormant »3 elle le
« réveillai[t] »4 et l’ « embrassai[t] »5 pour le « calmai[t] »6. A ce stade, le
roi se régale de tout ce qui peut lui rapporter une chaleur humaine tant
désirée. Sitôt, « sa majesté, la reine Marie, seconde épouse du Roi, première
dans son cœur »7, fait figure d’Eros; pour le souverain, elle symbolise cette
pulsion sensationnelle dont il n’a plus la capacité d’entretenir bien que la
reine Marie tente à plusieurs reprises de lui faire sensation, mais en vain:

Ordonne, mon Roi. Ordonne, mon amour. Regarde comme je suis belle.
Je sens bon. Ordonnez que je vienne vers vous, que je vous embrasse8,
Regarde-moi, apprends de nouveau que je suis Marie, apprends mes yeux,
apprends mon visage, apprends mes cheveux, apprends mes bras9.

Cela étant, il se tourne, dans une tentative dérisoire, vers un autre
souvenir, celui de son « petit chat tout roux »10. Pour le roi « Il était devenu
le chat le plus doux »11, mais malheureusement un jour:

le gros chien des voisins l'a tué. Il était comme une poupée-chat, une
poupée pantelante […]12. Ce que j'ai pu le regretter ! Il était bon, il était

1 Eugène Ionesco, Le roi se meurt, op. cit., p. 75.
2 Ibid., p. 103.
3 Ibid., p. 103.
4 Ibid., p. 103.
5 Ibid., p. 103.
6 Ibid., p. 103.
7 Ibid., p. 13.
8 Ibid., p. 48.
9 Eugène Ionesco, Le roi se meurt, ibid., p. 122.
10 Ibid., p. 110.
11 Ibid., p. 111.
12 Ibid., p. 111.
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me penche sur mes propre trous, je finis »1, pour annoncer ensuite « je
meurs »2.

Effectivement, on est en face d’une conduite espiègle, voire même
versatile. Au début, quand il avait encore un peu de force, il déclarait avec
arrogance: « je mourrai quand je voudrais, je suis le roi, c’est moi qui
décide »3, peut-être « dans quarante ans, dans cinquante ans, dans trois
cents ans. Plus tard, quand je voudrai, quand j'aurai le temps, quand je le
déciderai »4.

Au-delà de ce déficit physique, le roi doit envisager cette fois-ci la
détérioration psychique. Celle-ci le mènera jusqu’au délire. A ce stade, il
n’arrive plus à reconnaitre les personnes de son entourage, ni Marie, ni les
autres. Enfin, en perdant tout contact avec son entourage, il devient prêt afin
d’affronter tout seul la mort.

En vue de l’imminence de la subite approche de sa mort, Bérenger 1er se
perd en conjectures. Il se voit irrésistiblement entraîné dans l’engrenage de
diverses phases qui précèdent la mort, en s’agitant tour à tour avec
effervescence entre récusation, indignation et sujétion. Dès lors, la vive
appréhension de la mort lui confère une certaine inclination vers
l’hédonisme, le poussant à éprouver l’envie délicate des délices de la vie, et
qui révèle en fait l’expression d’une réaction émotionnelle. Cette phase
transitoire qui remplit l’espace de temps préalable à l’état de soumission
s’inscrit dans le processus d’initiation à la mort. C’est une longue marche
préparatoire dans laquelle il va accomplir son apprentissage de passer de vie
à trépas:

Quand une personne apprend que le temps de la fin a sonné, elle passe
par quatre phases, le déni, la révolte, le désespoir et l'acceptation. Elle
commence par nier le fait, puis par se révolter contre lui avant de
désespérer. Vient alors l'ultime étape, imprévue et surprenante, où elle
accepte, ce qui consiste à vivre une découverte5.

Entre hédonisme et ascétisme, la purgation:
Cependant, une nostalgie qui émerge du fond de son être, en plein

désarroi devant cet inévitable destin représenté par la mort, le saisit. Il prend

1 Ibid., p. 99
2 Ibid., p. 100.
3 Ibid., p. 38.
4 Ibid., p. 34.
5 Marie de Hennezel et Bertrand Vergely, Une vie pour se mettre au monde, Paris, Le livre
de poche, 2011, p.68.
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les deux planètes ont éclaté. […] Le soleil a perdu entre cinquante et
soixante-quinze pour cent de sa force, […] Il tombe de la neige au pôle nord
du soleil. La Voie lactée a l'air de s'agglutiner. La comète est épuisée de
fatigue, elle a vieilli, elle s'entoure de sa queue, s'enroule sur elle-même
comme un chien moribond1.

Le constat est que le déclin de l’empire est à l’image de la situation
personnelle du roi. Quant à sa détérioration physique et mentale, elle se voit
dès son entrée sur scène, et s’empire au fur et à mesure que la pièce avance.
A sa première apparition, le roi traîne sa jambe en boitant légèrement et,
notamment du fait de l’âge, il a le dos un peu voûté. Ensuite, il marche
lourdement en trébuchant. C’est alors que se déclarent les symptômes avant
coureurs révélant son état morbide. Sur le même ton, les interjections
alarmantes du garde, « le roi se meurt »2, « Le roi est mort »3, qui ponctuent
régulièrement toutes les chutes du roi renforcent l’aspect dramatique de la
situation. Formellement, elles font références aux démarches macabres de la
mort. Signe de sa déficience physique, il est obligé de délaisser son trône, au
prix d’être privé de l’exercice de son pouvoir, en échange d’un fauteuil
roulant; ce qui marque la déchéance conduisant systématiquement à la phase
finale. A l’avenant, les retentissements de sa dégénérescence s’aggravent à
l’issue de l’annonce du bulletin de santé de sa majesté par son médecin.
Vraisemblablement, le roi se sent mal dans sa peau, il avoue que « J'ai froid,
j'ai peur, je pleure »4, et peu à peu « ses membres s’engourdissent »5, il est
« perclus de rhumatismes »6, puis ce sont « les reins qui ne fonctionnent
plus »7 et encore « il ne voit plus »8. Par la suite, le roi prend conscience du
phénomène de sénescence qui le frappe; progressivement, il expire. Il se
rend compte de son état morbide au moment où il répond à Marie par cette
réplique comme un aveu de faiblesse: « je suis plein, mais de trous. On me
ronge. Les trous s'élargissent, ils n'ont pas de fond. J'ai le vertige quand je

1 Ibid., p. 27.
2 Ibid., p. 42.
3 Ibid., p. 43.
4 Ibid., p. 62
5 Ibid., p. 62.
6 Ibid., p. 62.
7 Ibid., p. 119.
8 Ibid., p. 125.
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roi en personne. Au fil de la pièce, les spectateurs assistent aux derniers
soubresauts du souverain, à qui l’on vient d’apprendre qu’il va rendre l’âme.

Le roi Bérenger Ier est en train de vivre ses derniers moments avec ses
deux épouses, les deux reines rivales, Marguerite et Marie, de son médecin,
de Juliette, la domestique et du garde. Dorénavant, son entourage se scinde
en deux groupes, l’un regorgé d’espérance et l’autre satisfait de
l’accomplissement du destin.

De prime abord, le titre de la pièce, Le Roi se meurt, est lui-même
clairement significative dans le sens où sa structure suggère déjà au
spectateur une idée de l’action en cours. En conséquence, on est pris à
témoin de la mort en spectacle du monarque, de son agonie, de sa
disparition progressive et programmée. De fait, plusieurs éléments se
concordent pour répondre à cette mort organisée. En effet, la dégradation
systématique de son empire est déjà en marche:

Vous voyez le résultat : des gouffres vertigineux, des villes rasées, des
piscines incendiées, des bistrots désaffectés. Les jeunes s’expatrient en
masse. Au début du règne, il y avait neuf milliards d’habitants.
[…]Maintenant, il ne reste plus qu’un millier de vieillards. Moins. Ils
trépassent pendant que je vous parle1.

Conjointement, la déchéance du royaume de Bérenger 1er et le
délabrement de son château se réalisent au rythme de la décadence du roi.
Cependant, cette marque de vieillissement et de négligence du château est
principalement caractérisée au début de la pièce par la poussière qui jonche
partout dans la salle du trône, la « fissure dans le mur »2 l’omniprésence des
« toiles d’araignées »3 dans la chambre à coucher du roi et aussi par
l’écroulement de la tour. Egalement, il est à indiquer d’autres dégénérations,
d’ordres géographiques, politiques, sociétaux et même cosmographiques. En
effet, « le territoire national s’est rétréci. Ses soldats ne voulaient pas se
battre »4. En prime, le niveau scolaire est en baisse: « A l'école, II n’y a plus
que quelques enfants goitreux, débiles mentaux congénitaux, des
mongoliens, des hydrocéphales »5. Ce qui confirme une détérioration totale
du royaume. De surcroît:

1 Eugène Ionesco, Le roi se meurt, Paris, Gallimard, collection folio, 2005, p. 24.
2 Ibid., p. 14.
3 Ibid., p. 30.
4 Ibid., p. 24.
5 Ibid., p. 36.
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vif pour la vie; graduellement, il abandonne son hédonisme et se prépare à
accepter son détachement de tous ce qui le lie à la vie. Puis, le temps
considéré comme agent inébranlable qu'il ne peut sous-estimer; l’influence
du facteur temporel est majeur dans le processus d’accélération du
renoncement à la vie, au fur et à mesure que la pièce avance le compte à
rebours ne cesse de retentir comme une alerte poussant le roi à la
résignation. Enfin, la cérémonie dans la mesure où elle symbolise le rite
initiatique de la mort; la phase de la cérémonie qui clôt la pièce se pose en
tant que le point d’orgue directionnel qui met au point la fin de la vie
humaine.

Les répercussions de la mort:
Le thème majeur traité par le biais de cette œuvre théâtrale de Ionesco

est la mort, celle-ci inscrit l’œuvre dramatique sur le mode tragique du fait
qu’elle est par essence l’issue inéluctable de la vie humaine. Le roi Bérenger
1er, l'homme qui va mourir, prend du recul face à ce phénomène
incompréhensible en essayant de se reconsidérer d’ensemble avant de se
résoudre à la fatalité de la mort. Pour autant, il se fait admettre comme le
modèle par excellence de notre condition d’être humain mortel. Au sujet de
la conception du roi se meurt, l’auteur répond que c’est l’idée de comment
faire pour accepter la mort qui nous concerne tous en tant que vivants. Ce
qui fait promouvoir Bérenger 1er à devenir l’exemple à suivre:

Que j’aurais du mal à m’en arracher ! Je m’y suis habitué ; habitué à
vivre. De moins en moins préparé à mourir. Qu’il me sera pénible de me
défaire de tous ces liens accumulés pendant toute ma vie. Et je n’en ai plus
pour trop longtemps, sans doute. La plus grande partie du trajet est
parcourue. Je dois commencer dès maintenant à défaire, un à un, tous les
nœuds1.

D’autre part, Ionesco confie qu’à ses yeux la mort subsiste
semblablement à un sujet tabou:

J’ai toujours été obsédé par la mort. Depuis l’âge de quatre ans depuis
que j’ai su que j’allais mourir, l’angoisse ne m’a plus quitté […] J’écris
pour crier ma peur de mourir, mon humiliation de mourir. Ce n’est pas
absurde de vivre pour mourir, c’est ainsi2.

Ainsi, le sujet de la mort est exposé dans Le roi se meurt à travers une
multitude de faces, permettant peut-être de mieux la cerner. Le personnage
principal, celui concerné par cet événement tragique mais indéniable, est le

1 Eugène Ionesco, Notes et contre-notes, Paris, Gallimard, collection idées, 1972, p. 329.
2 Ibid., p. 309.
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Sommaire
A travers Le roi se meurt, la phobie de la mort est mise en spectacle par

le biais du roi moribond, Bérenger, qui manifeste déjà les symptômes du
mourant. Avant de se résoudre à la fatalité, il cède à la panique. Le roi tente
vainement de se cramponner à la vie en contestant complètement l’évidence
de l’idée de la mort. De nature humaine, sa concession va se réaliser grâce à
plusieurs facteurs et par étapes successives. Cette pièce de Ionesco est
plurielle dans le sens où elle touche chaque individu, elle questionne et
interroge le spectateur et le met en face de l’éternelle appréhension que
représente la mort. Bien que ce soit un sujet tabou, Ionesco l’a abordé d’une
façon qui permet de l’approcher en tant qu’une œuvre réflexive voire
révélatrice.

Introduction
L’objectif proposé est de constater que l’idée de la mort n’épargne

personne, même le roi ne peut échapper à cette fatalité. Au demeurant, le
processus de la mort s’impose systématiquement en tant que loi inébranlable
déjà contesté par le personnage du roi. En face de la réalité indéniable, il est
obligé de faire marche arrière et de se résigner à mourir. Pourtant, sa
renonciation ne prend acte qu’à l’issue d’une longue démarche. La
recherche montre les éléments majeurs qui peuvent concourir à traiter les
différentes attitudes du monarque par rapport à l’idée d’admettre sa propre
mort. Elle remarque que cette concession est graduelle. Ainsi, le compte
rendu de l'analyse est mis en lumière par le biais de trois éléments qui ont
contribué à amener le roi au consentement de mourir. D'abord, la phase de
purgation d'après laquelle il append à vivre dans la privation et le
renoncement car, il fallait absolument qu’il se débarrasse de son goût très
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versa is correct. Furthermore, some inflectional morphemes exist in Kurdish
in which their equivalents in English are free morphemes, and the vice versa
is correct.

6- Pedagogical Implications:
Morphology, as an essential branch of linguistics, has a vital role in

learning languages, including English, as a second language. Due to the
vitality of morphology, it is studied at English departments almost
worldwide, including Kurdistan of Iraq. Thus, it has become an important
part of the curriculum.

The current paper compares and contrasts inflectional morphemes in
English and Kurdish. It could be of high benefit and interest to Kurd EFL
students of English department as it introduces, familiarizes and facilitates
them to morphemes in both languages.

Moreover, it can also be a beneficial reference to the university
instructors who teach morphology and translation as they, while teaching
morphemes, may compare and contrast morphemes in both languages. As a
result, better comprehension and results might be achieved by the students.
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here, which literally means ‘the best one in the group’, can be used to form a
superlative degree adjective, such as ‘here ciwan’.

6- In Kurdish, the definite article –eke and the indefinite article –êk are
both inflectional morphemes and each has a few allomorphs while in
English the definite article the and the indefinite articles a/an both are free
morphemes. (Table 10, 11, 14, 18)

7- In the Kurdish language, in surface structure, the indefinite article –
êk and the definite article –eke can be added to singular and plural nouns
while in English the indefinite article a/an can be put only before singular
nouns. (Table 13, 15)

8- In Kurdish, nouns should be identified first and then pluralized while
in English nouns can be pluralized without being identified. (Table 25)

9- In Kurdish, there are inflectional vocative morphemes whereas they
do not exist in English. (Table 33)

10- In Kurdish, there are six suffix pronouns which are –m, -man, -t, -
tan, -y, and -yan, which function as possession morphemes while there are
not inflectional possession pronouns in English. (Table 39)

11- In Kurdish, there are inflectional particles and post-nouns whereas in
English they do not exist. In English, prepositions, in prepositional phrases,
can have the role of Kurdish inflectional particles and post-nouns. (Table
44, 45)

5- Conclusion:
As aforementioned and illustrated, inflectional morphemes exist in both

languages, English and Kurdish. These two Indo-European languages share
some features and characteristics while they are different in many others.

Generally, it can be stated that in both languages morpheme is defined
exactly the same by Kurdish and English morphologists. In addition, in both
languages morpheme is divided and subdivided into exactly identical types
and subtypes.

Moreover, in both languages inflectional morphemes follow derivational
morphemes and they are added to the same parts of speech, which are
nouns, verbs and adjectives. What is more, the English plural morpheme –s,
comparative –er and superlative –est and their equivalents in Kurdish, -an, -
tir and -tir n are almost exactly the same.

On the other hand, there are many differences, more than the similar
points, between both languages. They are different in terms of number of
inflectional morphemes (their number is bigger in Kurdish). Moreover,
other types of morphemes exist in Kurdish such as genitive, suffix pronoun,
pre-nouns and post-nouns in which they do not exist in English and the vice
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3- In both languages, in regard to comparative –er and superlative –est
in English and comparative –tir and superlative -tirîn in Kurdish, they are
exactly identical in terms of being inflectional suffixes and post modifiers.
(Tables 6, 29, 30)

4- In both languages, concerning English pluralization morpheme –s
and its Kurdish equivalent -an, they are the same in terms of both being
inflectional morphemes. Moreover, both pluralization morphemes have a
few allomorphs and zero plurals. (Table 4, 20, 23, 24)

5- In both languages, the inflectional morphemes are added to the same
parts of speech, which are nouns, verbs and adjectives. (Table 6, 10, 14, 23,
24)

6- In both languages, inflectional morphemes follow derivational
morphemes. For example, in English the word develop(ment) (s) and in
Kurdish Kurd(istan) ( ) Gewre.

Dissimilarities:
1- In the English language, the number of inflectional morphemes is

generally agreed upon by the morphologists as eight inflectional
morphemes, though in Stageberg’s view they are nine, but in the Kurdish
language, Central Kurmanji, the number of inflectional morphemes is much
larger than the English ones. In this study more than 25 inflectional
morphemes have been dealt with in Kurdish.

2- In the English language only one inflectional morpheme ends a word
with the exception of having plural –s and possessive apostrophe added to
the same word. On the other hand, in the Kurdish language adding more
than one inflectional morpheme to one word is very common. (Table 16, 25)

3- In English, phonological conditioning takes place for the inflectional
morphemes –s and –ed while it does not exist in Kurdish.

4- In English, plural morpheme –s can be attached to the middle of
some compound nouns, such as mothers in law whereas this does not take
place in Kurdish.

5- In the Kurdish language, the comparative inflectional morpheme –tir
and the superlative inflectional morpheme -tir n are used with the
adjectives, no matter how many syllables the adjectives are. On the other
hand, in English –er and –est are used with one syllable and many two
syllable adjectives whilst the free morphemes more and most are placed
before the three or more than three syllable adjectives to form comparative
and superlative. It is worth noting that more and most are even used with
some two syllable adjectives. Moreover, in Kurdish, the free morpheme
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Characteristics of the Particles:
Functionally, they create particle phrases and become the head of the

grammatical phrases; they withdraw the objects from the nouns and
pronouns to themselves.

Semantically, the phrases that they construct have different
meanings and explain a missing dimension of an event.

Some of the particles need an object, as postnoun, to complete the
meaning of the phrase within the frame of the sentence.

Some of the particles, when followed by independent pronouns as
objects, their forms change into suffix pronouns.

Table. 46
Min parekem be to da Parekem pêdayt Be pê
Min berdekem le to girt Têmgirt Le tê
Min kitebekem le ew
send

lêmsend Le lê

They are an indivisible closed group. They have syntactic functions
in phrases and sentences. In addition, morphologically, they participate in
constructing complex and compound words.

Table. 47
Pê + dan Pêdan
Tê + girtin Têgirtin
Lê + sendin Lêsendin
Kulêre + be + Kulêrebe
Caw + le + der Cawleder

4-Points of Similarity and Dissimilarity:
This part is devoted to demonstrate the similarities and dissimilarities of

inflectional morphemes in both languages.
Similarities:

1- In both languages, morpheme is defined exactly the same as it is
defined as the smallest meaningful segment of a language.

2- In both languages, morphemes are divided into free and bound
morphemes. Moreover, free morpheme is divided into lexical and functional
morphemes and bound morpheme is divided into inflectional and
derivational morphemes. Furthermore, they are identical in the points that
derivational morphemes usually change the category of the word whereas
inflectional morphemes do not change the category of the word.
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8- Particles Group:
They are a group of inflectional morphemes that give roles to nouns and

pronouns, within verb phrases, and construct particle phrases (Qadir,
2003:51). They are not bound in origin and are classed as free morphemes.
Due to the lack of independent meaning, they are classed as functional
words and have syntactic roles.

Particles, in making pronoun phrases, is a decisive head. In other words,
it determines the direction of the action. The direction of the decision is
opposite to the other grammatical heads as it rules noun phrases from right
to left (Ma’roof, 2010:66).

Thus, particles construct specific types of phrases, which are particle
phrases or bound phrases. These types of phrases are within the frame of
verb phrases and explain a missing dimension of the event belonging to
place, manner, reason and time.

Concerning the number of particles, Kurdish morphologists generally
agree that they are as follows.

Table. 44
Bo Xwêndkareke bo zanko
Be Azad parekey da be kirêkareke
Le Mindaleke le baxekeda denust
Ta Mamostake ta derewey kitbêxane
E Mindaleke berdi girte çolekeke
Wek Min wek to dewami xwêndinge dekem
Bê
Ra Ewan le Hewlêr

On the other hand, in some sentences, there is an object with some of the
particles which are referred to as postnouns. The existence of these
postnouns is necessary to complete the meaning of the sentence.

Examples of postnouns are –ewe, -da,

Table. 45
-ewe Ewan le Kerkukewe hatun.
-da Ewan be Kerkukda têpe

Thus, the presence of these particles is obligatory. In addition, the
postnouns are also obligatory to create their meaning as their removal may
change the sentence’s meaning or make it incomplete (Ma’roof, 2010:69).
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In the Kurdish language, there are six suffix pronouns, in which they are:
Table. 39
Singular Suffix Pronouns Plural Suffix Pronouns

-m daykim hat -man dayikman hat
-t daykit hat -tan dayiktan hat
- -yan dayikyan hat

The main function of these pronouns, apart from their functions as
subject and object, is to express the function of possession. This relation
will be productive when the independent pronouns, within the phrases when
they are combined with the other nouns through using the morphemes -i,
and are replaced by suffix pronouns.

Table. 40
ku
Kitêbekey ême kitêbekeman
Birakey to biraket

Moreover, the suffix pronouns can be added to other parts of speech
such as verbs.

Table. 41
Kirdim, Kirdman, Kirdyan

Characteristics of Possession Morphemes:
They give the meaning of possession when they replace the

independent pronouns.
In regard to their position, they are attached to the back of nouns and

noun phrases.
In some situations and for some nouns, they cannot be used until the

nouns are identified.
Table. 42

*xanum xanuwekem
On the other hand, with some other nouns the opposite takes place as

the nouns should not be identified when personal pronouns are attached to
them.

Table. 43
destim *destekem
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6- Izafe Morphemes:
Izafe morphemes are used is the process of expanding a noun phrase to

show other dimensions of the head through using modifier noun (Qadir,
2003:42).

In the Kurdish language, the inflectional bound morphemes –e, -i are
used to show modification. To form modification phrase this rule is used:

Head + izafe morpheme (-e, -i) + modifier
Table. 36

êman

Characteristics of Izafe Morphemes:
Izafe morphemes, as two bound inflectional morphemes, have roles

for expanding noun phrases through bringing in more words into the
phrases.

In regard to their position, they are inserted between the head and
modifiers of the noun phrases.

Their function is arranging the relationship between the modified
head and modifier.

Apart from expanding noun phrases, they also have the role of
possession.

Table. 37
Qelem
Qelemekey min

The –e morpheme, opposite to –i morpheme, reduces the phrase
structure to a compound noun (Qadir, 2003:48).

Table. 38
Kiç Gewrekiç
Piyaw P

7- Possession Morphemes:
Possession is a relationship between a thing and its owner. In other

words, possession is a relationship between two things when one of them
belongs to the other one.

According to Fetah (2010:19-20), in the Kurdish language, the process
of possession can be expressed in various ways. One main way of
expressing possession is through using inflectional suffix pronouns –m, -
man, -t, -tan, - (y), -yan.
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In regard to their position, they are attached to the back of adjectives
or adjective phrases, and they become the modifiers of the phrases.

Sometimes, they can be attached to nouns, but the nouns which carry
the quality of description.

Table. 32
ker kertir kertir
seg segtir segtir

5- Vocative Morphemes:
In the Kurdish language, while someone calls or draws another person’s

attention, s/he uses vocative morphemes. The addressee can be any of the
two genders, male or female.

For calling a singular male person, apart from calling intonation, the
bound inflectional morphemes –e, -o are attached to the back of the nouns.

Table. 33
Bab + -e babe
Kak + -e (-o) Kake (kako)
Xa -e (-o)
Mam + -e mame

For calling a singular female person, the inflectional bound
morphemes -e, -ê are used.

Table. 34
Dayik + -e dayike
Pûr + - ê pûrê
Bûk + -ê bûkê

- ê (-e)

For calling plural persons, male or female, the inflectional bound
morpheme – ne is used. It is attached to the back of the addressee.

Table. 35

xelk xelk
xizim xizm

Thus, it can be stated that these vocative inflectional morphemes, apart
from their specific intonation, are attached to the back of nouns. The speaker
uses one of the vocative inflectional morphemes (-e, -o, -ê, ne) taking the
number and gender of the addressee into consideration.
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Table. 27
-gel

-
-

Cepik-
Pol- polemel

In addition, there are some nouns in which they are singular by form but
plural in meaning,

Table. 28
êl, supa

4- Comparative and Superlative Morphemes:
The comparative morphemes –tir, and the superlative -tir n are two

inflectional bound morphemes which are attached to the back of adjectives.
These two morphemes (-tir and –tir n) are used to compare two, or

more than two, persons, animals, things etc… (Qadir, 2003: 38).
The comparative morpheme –tir is used to make a comparison between

two people or two things.
Table. 29

Gewre + -tir gewretir
Ciwan + tir ciwantir

And the superlative morpheme -tir n is used when there is one person
or thing different or unique from a group of people or things.

Table. 30
Gewre + -tir gewretir
Ciwan + - tir ciwantir

Moreover, for differentiating between nouns and adjectives, this test can
be applied. If the word accepts -tir and -tir n, then it is almost always an
adjective (Fetah, 2010: 30; Qadir, 2003: 38)).

Characteristics of Comparative and Superlative Morphemes:
Their function is to form gradation, comparison and distinguishing

among the adjectives.
Table. 31

berz Positive degree
berztir Comparative degree
berztir Superlative degree
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Table. 21
birinc, ard, lim

In addition, some abstract nouns do not have plural forms,

Table. 22

(Mahwi, 2011: 65).
Furthermore, due to the influence of the neighbouring countries’

languages, some other morphemes have entered into the Kurdish language
that have the role of pluralization morpheme.

Table. 23
-at Bax + -at baxat
-wat Axa + -wat axawat
-jat Miwe + -jat miwajat
-hat Miwe + -hat miwehat
-yeha De + yeha deyeha
-eha Sal + eha saleha

In addition to the above plural bound morphemes, the free lexical word
“gel” is also used to pluralize nouns, and it is a pluralization word, not
bound morpheme.

Table. 24
Ga + gel gagel
Mê + gel mêgel

Characteristics of Pluralization Morpheme:
The main pluralization marker is –an, and it is a grammatical bound

morpheme.
Some nouns are first identified and then pluralized.

Table. 25
Me

In regard to its position, it is usually attached to the back of the
common nouns; in phrases it can be added to the modifier or the head.

Table. 26
kil it is added to the modifier noun (derga)
kil e it is added to the head (kil

Apart from bound morphemes, some free morphemes can be used to
pluralize nouns.
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This morpheme is attached to the back of a modified noun, not a
modifier adjective, as this happens in the case of definite article –eke when
the modifier of the noun is an adjective. Moreover, this indefinite morpheme
is not attached to izafe –e.

Xwêndkar (head) + (izafe -i) + zîrek (modifier)

Table. 17
Xwêndkare zîrekeke the definite article is attached to the back of

the modifier adjective
*Xwêndkare zîrekek Incorrect
Xwêndkarêki zîrek Correct

This indefinite article morpheme –êk has some allomorphs, in which
they are :

Table. 18
-êK Nan + -êk Nanêk
-yek Mamosta + -yek Mamostayek
-yêk Kanî + yêK Kanîyêk

3- Pluralization Morphemes:
In the Kurdish language the bound morpheme –an is very productive and

it is mostly used to pluralize common nouns. Apart from the function of
pluralizing nouns, the bound morpheme –an also has the role of modifier of
the noun (Sa’eed, 2013: 27). Moreover, it can be attached to some pronouns,
e.g. ew ewan, ewane, ew kabrayane.

Table. 19
Ku Ku

In some situations, due to the last vowel sound of some nouns, some
allomorphs of the morpheme –an is used to pluralize the nouns.

Table. 20
mamosta mamostayan The sound /y/ is inserted medially
xanu xanuwan The sound /w/ is inserted medially
pencere penceran The sound /e/ is gone missing

One point which is worth noting is that not all the head nouns can have
plural forms. In other words, some nouns are singular by form, but plural in
meaning.
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The definite article –eke, in the surface structure, can be added to
adjectives,

Table. 13
Ciwan + -eke Ciwaneke hat.

Though, on surface structure, the definite article –eke is added to the
adjective, ciwan, while on the deep structure the original sentence is ‘Kiçe
ciwaneke hat’ not ‘Ciwaneke hat’.

2- Indefinite Article Morpheme:
The main indefinite article in Kurdish is –êk. It is used to show a

common noun that is unidentified/undefined from other nouns.

Table. 14
-êk êk

Dar + -êk darêk

In the above examples, the words ku ek and darêk are both singular and
unidentified nouns.

Moreover, similar to the definite article –eke, the indefinite article –êk
can be added to an adjective,

Table. 15
Ciwan + -êk Ciwanêk hat.

Though, on surface structure, this sentence is used but on deep structure
it is ‘Kiçêkî ciwan hat’. Apart from giving the meaning of misidentifying, it
also gives the meaning of singularity (Hacî Marif, 1979:203).

Furthermore, in some exceptional situations, the indefinite article – êk is
added to some plural nouns, thus two inflectional morphemes will be added
to one free lexical morpheme.

Table. 16
Sa -an + - êk Sa êk
Serdem + -an + - êk Serdemanêk
Ku + -an + - êk Ku êk

Characteristics of Indefinite Article –êk:
The process of misidentification is conducted through the use of the

bound misidentifying morpheme –êk . It has the function of noun modifier
and becomes the head of the phrase.
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Table. 10
It is a common noun.

-eke It is a definite singular noun.

-eke + an It is a definite plural noun.

-e It is an identified noun (though it can be considered
as vocative depending on the context).

In other situations, the process of identifying nouns can be conducted
through using the other allomorphs of the definite article -eke, such as –ke, -
yeke, -weke.

Table. 11
Mamosta Mamostake mamostayeke
Do Doke doyeke
Dê Dêke dêyeke
Pencere Pencereke
Xanû Xanûweke

As it can be noted, if the noun ends with a consonant then the morpheme
–eke is attached to the back of the noun while if the noun ends with a vowel
then the morpheme –ke, or one of its allomorphs, is attached.

Characteristics of Definite Articles:
In regard to their functions, the definite article –eke is the main

article which is used to identify a particular noun or a group of nouns, to the
listener, to distinguish it/them from the others. The article –ek is the
singularity marker in Kurdish, and –eke + an is the marker of identifying
plurality. The definite article –eke is used a lot and it is very productive
whilst the article –e is not that productive.

In regard to their position, the morphemes –eke,-e are attached to the
back of nouns or noun phrases. They function as the modifiers of the phrase
and become the head of the phrase. In other words, the definite article –eke
is not specifically added to nouns or adjectives, but they are added to noun
phrases, that is why it is considered as a clitic and it comes at the end of the
phrase ( Qadir, 2003:30).

Table. 12
Ku ke
ku azake
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(Stageberg, 1981:108, 143) and (Haspelmath and Sims, 2010:26)
3- Comparative {-er,} marker:
Comparative marker morpheme {-er}, such as (long,longer), also has

some suffixal homophones that cause difficulties to its morphemic analysis.
The homophones are agentive derivational -er and repetitive derivational –
er.

A- Agentive –er:
It is attached to verbs to form nouns. It is called agentive which means

“that which performs the action of the verb stem”.
For example, hunt hunter; teach teacher
B- Repetitive -er:
This -er appears at the end of some words such as glitter and flicker.
When one comes across a word containing er at the end of it, she/he may

get confused and not be sure if they are comparative, agentive er or
repetitive er (Stageberg, 1981:97).

4- Progressive marker {-ing}:
Progressive marker {-ing} is also another source of difficulty for

morphemic analysis as it has some suffixal homophones, in which they are:
A- Nominal derivational suffix:
In words such as meetings, recordings, weddings, the -ings are called

nominal derivationals as they changed the verbs into nouns.
B- Adjectival derivational -ing:
It is also another difficulty in morphemic analysis. In words such as

charming, interesting, the -ings are adjectival derivational morphemes
(Stageberg, 1981:97-98).

3- Inflectional Morphemes in Kurdish:
In the Kurdish Language (Central Kurmanji Dialect), similar to the

English language, words are divided into free and bound morphemes; and
the bound morphemes are subdivided into derivational and inflectional ones
or bases and affixes.

Moreover, the derivational morphemes change the parts of speech of the
words attached to but the inflectional ones do not change the part of speech
of the words attached to. Kurdish morphologists generally divide the
inflectional morphemes as follows:

1- Definite Article Morpheme:
The most widely used definite articles in Kurdish are (-eke, -e) which are

added to common nouns.
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phonemic alphabet:
/gi:z/ = /gu:z/ + /u:/ > /i:/

Sheep sheep This is also a problematic one as no change takes place to
the word and it remains as it is. Here, one can identify the
plural or singular morpheme just from the context. When
used as plural, it is morphemic analysis may be illustrated
as follows:
Sheep = sheep + /? /

(Stageberg, 1981:108)

2- Past simple marker {-ed}:
This morpheme is also one of the problematic ones that causes

difficulties of morphemic analysis as it can be stated differently in different
circumstances. This difficulty can be explained in terms of phonological and
morphological conditionings.

A- Phonological conditioning:
The past simple marker {-ed} has three phonemic forms, which are /t/,

/d/ and / d/. The choice of any of these forms depends on their
phonological context (preceding sound).

B- Morphological conditioning:
Apart from the above three phonemic forms of the past simple marker {-

ed}, other forms exist which are morphologically conditioned (choice of
allomorphs depends on morphological context) .

Table. 9
Present Past Morphemic Analysis
play played The verb play is a regular verb and –ed is a usual past simple

marker.
break broke Here, replacement takes place within the word itself as the

letters ea are changed into o and an extra e is added to the
word. In addition to this change in form, another phonemic
change happens which is changing the diphthong /e / to the
diphthong / /.

go went Here suppletion takes place, which is the total change that
happens to the word.

put put Here no change takes place to the word, thus one cannot
decide about it to be present or past just simply by seeing it.
That is the context that decides if it is present simple or past
simple. If it is past simple form then it can be analyzed as:
Present simple put + zero past simple marker.
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Difficulties of Morphological Descriptions and Analysis in English:
Analyzing and describing morphological operations is not an easy task

to be conducted as there is more to it than meets the eyes.
The sources of these difficulties may belong to many factors such as the

historical influence and the effect of the borrowed words from the other
languages as ‘an extremely large number of English words owe their
morphological patterning to languages like Latin and Greek’ (Yule,
2006:66).

Many difficulties arise while tackling, describing and analyzing the
different types of morphemes. Here, in this study, the focus will be on the
difficulties that arise in analyzing the inflectional morphemes.

As it is clear that inflectional morphemes are only added to three
categories, which are nouns, verbs and adjectives; thus, they will be
discussed one by one with the focus on the most problematic ones.

1- Plural morpheme {-s pl.}:
This morpheme causes a lot of difficulties that needs a special attention.

In English, pluralization takes place in different ways. These difficulties can
be tackled in terms of phonological and morphological conditioning, though
phonological conditioning is not very relevant to this study but its short
mentioning will not be of any harm,

A- Phonological conditioning:
The plural {-s} has three phonemic forms in which they are /s/, /z/ and

/ z/; their choice depends on their preceding sound.
B- Morphological conditioning:
Apart from the above, other forms of plural {-s} exist which are

morphologically conditioned. They are as follows:
Table. 8

Singular Plural Morphemic Analysis
Book books Book is the lexical morpheme and –s is the inflectional

morpheme.
Watch watches Watch is the lexical morpheme and –es is the inflectional

morpheme.
Ox oxen Ox is the lexical morpheme and –en is the inflectional

morpheme, other examples exist such as brethren and
children.

Goose geese Analyzing pluralization here is somehow problematic as no
affixes are added to the noun. Here, replacement takes place
that just a small internal change happens to the word. The
vowels ‘oo’ change to the vowels ‘ee’. One suggestion for
illustrating and analyzing this word is as follows using
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into nine, not eight, morphemes. He also counted noun plural possessive
apostrophe as a separate inflectional morpheme.

e.g.
-The doctors’ clinics are opened after 4 p.m.
Here, the apostrophe attached to the back of the word ‘doctors’ is

considered as an inflectional morpheme.
Thus, in Stageberg’s view, there are two possessive inflectional

morphemes, singular and plural possessives. Moreover, in his view, there
are nine inflectional morphemes in English.

Characteristics of Inflectional Morphemes in English:
As aforementioned, the main characteristic of derivational morpheme

that differentiates it from inflectional morpheme is that they usually change
the part of speech of the word attached to or change the meaning of the
word attached to.

Table. 7
loyal Loyalty The part of speech is changed from adjective to noun
respect disrespect The part of speech is the same but the meaning of the

verb is changed to the opposite.

In regard to inflectional morphemes, what differentiates them from the
derivational

ones are the following characteristics:
1- They do not change the part of speech.
e.g. write, writes (both are verbs)
2- They come last in a word, not like derivational morphemes to be

attached to the front, middle and back of words.
e.g. shorter, cooking, maps
3- They go with all the stems of a given part of speech.
e.g. She tries, works, studies.
4- They usually do not pile up, only one ends a word.
e.g. playing, stronger, boys

A point worth of noting is having the inflectional morphemes attached to
the middle of compound nouns. For example,

Mother-in-law mothers-in-law
Court-martial courts-martial (in legal settings)

(Fromkin et.al., 2003:101)
In the two examples above, the plural -s is attached to the middle of the

words, not to the end of them, contrary to the usual way of inflection
additions.
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Each of the above mentioned inflectional morphemes will be
exemplified below, one by one:

a- Plural marker –s
The cars are stopped outside the school.
Here, the plural ‘s’, which is attached to the back of the word ‘car’ is an

inflectional morpheme.
b- Possessive marker –s (this -s is also considered as a clitic by some

morphologists)
Jane’s house is in the town centre.
Here, the possessive ‘s’, with its apostrophe before it, is an inflectional

morpheme.
c- First person present singular marker –s
John usually walks to school.
Here, the third person singular –s, after the verb ‘walk’, is an inflectional

morpheme.
d- Past tense marker –ed
Suzan opened the door silently.
Here the past tense marker –ed, which is attached to the verb ‘open’, is

an inflectional morpheme.
e- Progressive marker –ing
The boys are playing football in the street.
Here, the progressive particle –ing which is attached to the verb ‘play’ is

an inflectional morpheme.
f- Past participle markers –ed or –en
Zoe had cooked the food when I arrived.
Jack had eaten the whole chicken when the bell rang.
In the above two examples, the particle –ed after the verb ‘cook’ and the

particle –en after the verb ‘eat’ are inflectional morphemes.
g- Comparative marker –er
George is taller than Smith.
Here, the comparative –er after the adjective ‘tall’ is an inflectional

morpheme.
h- Superlative marker –est
Shaun got the highest mark in the math exam.
Here, the superlative –est after the adjective ‘high’ is an inflectional

morpheme.
However, Stageberg (1981:92), long time before Amkajian et. al, Yule,

Fromkin et. al. and Parker and Riley divided the inflectional morphemes
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In addition, according to Fromkin et. al. (2009:41) and Haspelmath and
Sims (2010:20), apart from the three types of affixes mentioned above, there
is another kind of affix, which is called ‘circumfix’. Circumfixes are defined
as the type of affix which occurs around stems or roots or on both sides of
the base. Circumfixes are few in English but common in languages such as
German and Arabic. Probably the only examples of circumfixes in English
are:

Table. 5
En- -en enlightenCircumfixes
Em- -en embolden

Moreover, infixation and circumfixation are rare in the English language
comparing to prefixation and suffixation (Booij, 2005:30).

2- Inflectional Morphemes in English:
Inflection is defined as “the morphological marking of properties on a

lexeme resulting in a number of forms for that lexeme” (ibid:99). In the
English language, inflectional morphemes exist as suffixes, not prefixes or
infixes, (though some morphologists consider the vowel change in irregular
pluralizations of some nouns, e.g. man men, goose geese, as infixes).
Morphologists generally agree on the point that in English inflectional
morphemes are attached only to three parts of speech, in which they are
nouns, verbs and adjectives, not any other parts of speech (Amkajian et. al.
2001:55; Yule, 2006:64; Katamba, 1993:49 50; Stageberg, 1981:92).
Generally, the above mentioned linguists and morphologists, and many
others, divided the inflectional morphemes into eight suffixal morphemes
which are added to nouns, verbs and adjectives, as follows:

Table. 6
1- Noun inflectional suffixes:
a- Plural marker –s
b- Possessive marker –s
2- Verb inflectional suffixes:
c- Third person present singular marker –s
d- Past tense marker –ed
e- Progressive marker –ing
f- Past participle markers –ed or –en
3- Adjective inflectional suffixes:
g- Comparative marker –er
h- Superlative marker –est
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Table. 3
Boy boys The suffix –s changed the noun from singular into plural

without changing the part of speech of the stem.
help helped The suffix –ed changed the verb tense from present simple into

past simple but the part of speech remained the same.

In Katamba’s view, “inflectional morphemes do not change referential
or cognitive meaning [but they] modify the form of a word so that it can fit
into a syntactic slot (1993:52-53). In addition to Katamba’s view, it is
believed that inflectional morphemes are used to show aspects of
grammatical functions, not to produce new words (Yule, 2006:64).

Moreover, derivational and inflectional processes can be different from
one language to another as one morpheme can be inflectional in one
language and derivational in another, or vice versa (Katamba, 1993:223).

Furthermore, one point which is worth to be noted about derivational
and inflectional processes in English is that whenever there is a derivational
and an inflectional suffix added to the same word, the order will be as
follows. First the derivational one comes and then the inflectional follows,
not vice versa, or there may be two or more than two derivational suffixes
followed by an inflectional one which closes the word off (Yule, 2006:65;
Aitchison, 1999:56).

Table. 4
Derivational+ inflectional Not (inflectional+ Derivational)
commit-ment -s not (commit -s -ment)

Coming back to the process of categorizations of morphemes, another
categorization of morphemes is dividing it into base and affixes. A base is
defined as “any unit … to which affixes of any kind can be attached”
(Katamba, 1993:46). They are numerous in English, most of them are free
morphemes and they usually carry the principal meaning (Stageberg,
1981:85); whilst affixes are bound morphemes which are attached to other
morphemes, such as bases (Katamba, 1993:44).

Base
Morphemes

Affixes
In regard to the types of affixes, morphologists generally agree on the

point that affixes fall into three types, they are ‘prefixes’, which are attached
to the beginning of bases, ‘infixes’, which are inserted inside the base, and
‘suffixes’ which are attached after the bases (ibid, 45; Stageberg, 1981:85,
89, 90).
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morphemes are considered a ‘closed’ class of words as they are almost
never added to the language while the lexical morphemes are classed as an
‘open’ class of words as new lexical words are added to the language easily
(Yule, 2006:64).

Morphemes Free morphemes (can stand alone as single words with
meaning)

Bound morphemes (cannot be uttered alone with meaning,
always annexed to one or more morphemes)

Free morphemes lexical morphemes Bound morphemes derivational

Functional morphemes inflectional
In regard to the bound morphemes, as mentioned earlier, they are sub-

divided into derivational and inflectional morphemes. Derivational
morphemes are the ones that, when attached to other words, usually change
the word class (Katamba, 1993:49).

Table. 1
Kind Kindness The derivational morpheme –ness changed the part of

speech of the word ‘kind’ from an adjective into an
abstract noun.

Beauty Beautiful The derivational morpheme –ful changed the part of
speech of the word ‘beauty’ from noun into adjective.

Or, sometimes the derivational morphemes do not change the part of
speech of the word attached to but they change the meaning of the word
they are attached to (ibid).

Table. 2
kind Unkind Both words are adjectives but with opposite meanings.
obey Disobey Both words are verbs but with opposite meanings.
green Greenish Both words are adjectives but the suffix –ish changed the

meaning of the word from ‘green’ to ‘green to some
extent’.

In regard to inflectional morphemes, they are defined as the affixes
which do not change the part of speech of the words they are added to but
they “rather indicate aspects of grammatical functions of a word” such as
showing plurality, possession, past tense indications, …etc (Yule, 2006:64).
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Crystal’s view morpheme was originally used as “an alternative to the
notion of words” as comparing words between different languages was a
difficult task. Moreover, other elements have to be tackled such as prefixes
and suffixes, while comparing words in different languages (2003:300).

Definitions of Morphemes:
Morpheme, as the central concern of morphology, is defined differently

and from different perspectives. Katamba (1993: 35) and Yule (2006:63)
define morphemes as the minimal or smallest units of meaning or
grammatical functions in languages. For Aitchison, morpheme is “the
smallest syntactic unit [that] cannot be cut up into smaller syntactic
segments” (1999:54).

Moreover, for Stageberg (1981: 83) a morpheme is “a short segment of
language that meets three criteria:

1- It is a word or part of word that has meaning.
2- It cannot be divided into smaller meaningful parts without violation

of its meaning or without meaningless reminders.
3- It recurs in differing verbal environments with a relatively stable

meaning”.
From the above definitions it can be clear that for a word or part of word

to be called a morpheme it should either has meaning or grammatical
functions such as:

Adding –ing to verbs, e.g. walk walking, to give them the notion of
continuity.

Or adding –full to nouns, e.g. colour colourful, to change the category of
the word from noun into adjective.

Types of Morphemes:
In the field of morphology, morphemes have been categorized

differently by different morphologists and from different perspectives.
One main categorization is dividing it into free and bound morphemes.

Here, free morphemes are the ones that can stand alone as single words with
meaning (Yule, 2006:63) while a bound morpheme “unlike the free, cannot
be uttered alone with meaning. It is always annexed to one or more
morphemes to form a word” (Stageberg, 1981:85).

In addition, the free morphemes are sub-divided into lexical and
functional morphemes and the bound morphemes are sub-divided into
derivational and inflectional morphemes. The lexical morphemes are the
ones that carry the content of the messages such as nouns, verbs and
adjectives whilst the functional morphemes are the functional words such as
prepositions, articles, conjunctions and pronouns. The functional
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Abstarct
The present paper is a comparative study about inflectional morphemes

in English and Kurdish (Central Kurmanji dialect). It starts with definitions
of morphemes and their types and sub-types. It reviews and extends the
background knowledge about morphemes as the central concern of
morphology. The study first tackles the English inflectional morphemes,
their types and characteristics. After that, the paper follows the same
procedure for tackling the Kurdish inflectional morphemes. Consequently,
in the comparison part, the points of similarity and dissimilarity are shown.
The conclusion identifies the points of similarity and difference between the
two languages.

1- Introduction
Morphology, as an important branch of linguistics, is defined commonly

as “the study of internal structure of words” (Stageberg, 1981: 83). Or it is
“[t]he branch of grammar which studies the STRUCTURE or FORMS of
WORDS, primarily through the use of the MORPHEME construct”
(Crystal, 2003:301).

In Haspelmath and Sims’ view, morphology is the oldest and youngest
sub disciplines of grammar. It is the oldest in the sense that “the first
linguists were primarily morphologists”; and it is the youngest in the sense
that the term morphology appeared many centuries after phonology and
syntax (2010: 1-2).

The term that arises itself in any discussions related to morphology is
‘morpheme’. Thus, morpheme is the main concern of morphology. In
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4. Name of places: Yarinja, Kushtapa, Koysinjaq, Yarinja, Qratapa, etc.
5. Clothes: Boyinbagh (neck tie), Yazma (head cover), Jejaligh

(nightwere), Namazligh (praying carpet), Namazbezi (praying head cover),
etc.

6. Other words: Diwar (wall), Boxcha (a kind of cloth to keep things in
it), etc.

b. Expressions: Qlandar (poor), Aman (exclamation), Quzilqurt (red
wolf), Ushaxt (young), qaidiyoxti (it is fine), jedagh (let’s go) etc.

c. Proverbs: they are used by the older generation, the following are
some of them:

1. Axirabax (The end ‘result’ is what matters)
2. Yanan Nana, Yaman Nana (The sacrificed mother, the blamed

mother)
3. Olandahalaymalay, Olmayndaeshmishqolay (If I have I spend, if I

don’t I won’t)
4. NajunaQaldigh, Juljadanjunaqaldigh, Dushmanabirkhabar,

Didghajunadushtu (I was standing in the shade, now I am in the sun, send
the news to my enemy so that they could be satisfied)

5. Qrixolduqrigholdu (A broken forty)
All oldubalioldu (A shown fifty)
Altmisholdubitmisholdu (A ripe sixty)
Yetmisholdujeshmisholdu (An end seventy)

Conclusions
1. Under the rule of the Ottoman Turks, Kurdish was open to

borrowing from Turkish. Thus Turkish has notably influenced Kurdish
language in that many words entered the language and the lexical items
were varied.

2. All who live in the city of Erbil’s Citadel spoke Turkish, before
coming down to the around area.

3. Prestige is one of the important reasons to communicate in Turkish
among the families during their residence in the Citadel.

4. The type of the lexical borrowing in our case is cultural borrowing.
5. Facility in communication in Turkish language was advantageous

for personal advancement.
6. Language shift vary according to the social contexts and generations.
7. As time passed and with the rise of the Kurdish identity, a gradual

withdrawal of Turkish language appeared. The use of Kurdish was more
often by the old generation and again gradual stepsto using Kurdish lexical
items by the young generation.
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investigate questions on language proficiency and the use of words in
different contexts.

The Samples
The samples are gathered from individuals of two generations. We shall

call them the old generation and the young generation. The old generation is
divided to three groups A, B, and C. The young generation is divided into
two groups A and B. Those individuals come from families of the same rank
and cultural background. The old generation lived in the Citadel of Erbil
city. During the rule of the Ottoman Empire and after, those families who
lived in the Citadel and belongto the same social status thought that it is a
kind of prestige to communicate in Turkish among other reasons. Turkish
language was also the language of correspondence among those families.
That is why group A of the old generation spoke Turkish with each other
and with their older children during the 1900-1930. Group B who are the
older children of group A spoke Turkish with each other but not with their
young siblings and children. Group C who are the younger children of group
A from the old generation spoke Kurdish with each other, with their parents,
with their older siblings and with their children. Nevertheless, they use
many Turkish proverbs, expressions, and words within their Kurdish.

The young generation speaks Kurdish and most of them do not know
Turkish. Group A of the young generation of 1950-1980, speak Kurdish and
use some Turkish words in naming different items. They know that these
words are Turkish. All of group B do not know Turkish. They use some
Turkish words in their vocabulary without having any knowledge that these
words are Turkish. They just have the idea that this is their dialect and it
belongs to the idiolect of their family.

The following are some of the proverbs, expressions, and words existing
in the language of these groups. They are divided into different categories:
commonly used, used, and rarely used:

a. Words: Generally words are more used than expressions in young
generation (group A)’s vocabulary. Group B of the young generation use
words often but rarely use the expressions:

1. Tools: Yaghdan (oil container), Tutxal (glue), Qderma (stairs), Parda
(curtains), etc.

2. Kitchen tools: Bardagh (glass), Qazan (bowel), Tesht (bowel),
Chomcha (scoop).

3. Food: Qaraplaw (black rice), Dolma (stuffed vigetables), Tatar
qulaghi (Tater’s ear), Imam Bayildi (The sleeping Imam), Qaghanagh
(scrambled egg), etc.
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language with the same meaning as the same loan and needs to borrow a
term to express the necessary idea or concept.

(Trask, 1996, p.18)
There are two types of borrowing; direct and indirect. Direct borrowing

is when a language takes a term directly from another language as the term
omelet in English taken from French without any phonological or
orthographical change. Indirect borrowing takes place when a certain word
is passed from the source language to another such as the Turkish word
Kahvehwhich is passed to Arabic Kahwaand the Dutch borrowed it asKoffie
and finally to English as Coffee(Katamba 1994, p. 191).

Bloomfield distinguished two types of lexical borrowing; dialect
borrowing where features are borrowed from the same speech area and
cultural borrowing which is a borrowing from a different language. The
cultural borrowing is an important phenomenon especially in relation of
influence. Thus when speakers of different languages come into contact,
borrowing “extends to speech forms that are not connected with cultural
novelties” (Bloomfield 1933p.461). This is called intimate borrowing and it
is generally one sided: borrowing goes from the upper language to the lower
language; that is from the culturally politically or economically dominant
language speakers to the speakers of the less prestigious language (Treffers,
2007). This leads to the fact that contact between cultures leads to
borrowing between languages. Under the rule of the Ottoman Turks,
languages like Arabic and Kurdish were open to borrowing from Turkish.
ThusTurkish has notably influenced Kurdish language in that many words
entered the language and the lexical items were varied.

Methods
The data used in this analysis was collected through structured

interviews, and observations. By using such method we are able to get more
information on what language is used for what reasons.

The interviews were designed to elicit different types of data on the
biographical background of the subjects, language use, language
proficiency, and language attitude towards Kurdish and Turkish. The
questions involved in the interviews were; first served the intention to elicit
some demographic data, such as name, age, gender, occupational, and
educational backgrounds, etc. Second, to examine language use on a daily
basis for different functions, i.e., talking with other people, and invoking
and expressing some personal feelings and attitudes. Third,they were
designed to select some attitudinal data toward the use of both Kurdish and
Turkish in different social settings and for different purposes. Finally, they
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1. the physical and demographic dislocation of language groups due to,
for example, famine, population expulsion policies and the urbanization of
rural populations;

2. the social dislocation, whereby members of the minority speech
community are frequently but not inevitably less socially, educationally and
economically fortunate than the average surrounding population.

From the same vantage ground, Sun (1999) reported that most studies
have addressed, right from the beginning, the factors that accelerate
language shift as opposed to elements that favor language maintenance. She
noted that in theoretical and empirical inquiries, factors such as, just to
name a few, the suppressive or permissive attitude by the majority group,
the socio-economic and historical status of the minority, the numbers of
birth rate and mixed marriages, the mass media, religions, the role of
institutional power, the ‘success’ to interact with the majority group, the
number of claimants of the minority language and the number of institutions
that support the language in the community, the social networks of the
individuals, etc., led to language shift (Sun 1999: 4–5). It has also been
found that the effects of these factors on language maintenance and/or
language shift vary according to the social contexts in which they were
studied.

Borrowing
In languages, borrowing implies that one language takes something from

another language and it becomes a permanent part of the system. The
borrowed forms are integrated into the borrowing language. Linguists used
to think that languages only borrow words from each other. The fact is that
even meanings, word order, affixes and grammatical categories can be
borrowed. Among, word, the open classes such as: nouns, verbs, adjectives
and adverbs are easily borrowed than function words such as: pronouns,
prepositions, conjunctions etc. among the word classes, nouns are more
easily borrowed. There is no limit to the number of words that can be
generated in any language (Studier/emner). The reason for borrowing may
vary:it is either to find a suitable word from anotherlanguage for a familiar
thing, animal, adevice or it could be a matter of identity. That is to make a
statement about their self- perception (Katamba 1994, p. 195). Another
reason is related to prestige and this could be the major reason for
borrowing.

One of the initial reasons for the borrowing is when one language has a
semantic gap in its lexicon (i.e. when there is no existing word in the
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Theoretical Background
Linguistic and cultural adjustments do not happen in a vacuum.

Language and cultural shift is believed to be the by-product of the
interaction of a number of sociolinguistic, cultural, and affective variables
that work together to affect one’s choice or use of one language over
another (see, for example, Kloss 1966; Fishman 1980; Dorian 1982). There
are several possible hypotheses or reasons explaining the loss of languages.
For example, it has been observed that in the case of language, the social
and economic necessity of using the official or majority language of the host
country, and the lack of opportunities for using the mother tongue, may lead
to a loss of ability in the latter. This loss of language ability, extended over
several generations, will result in the phenomenon of language shift (or
transfer), in which the habitual use of one language by a minority group is
replaced by the habitual use of another. This shift to the second language
usually, but not always, involves the gradual disappearance of the first.
(Buda 1992.)

Similarly, Hatoss (2005) contends that relations between ethnolinguistic
groups are influenced by a range of sociostructural and situational factors.
Therefore, in order to yield a better understanding of linguistic adjustment
in language contact situations, it is important to handle the process in terms
of the sociostructural context in which it takes place. The study of languages
and how they emerge and evolve has also been the focus of a large number
of works (e.g., Brandt & Youngman 1989; Dorian 1982, 1987, 2001;
Rhodes 1992; Hoffman 1991). Many research efforts have been directed to
the description of different minority situations in different parts of the
world. It has been suggested in a considerable number of works on language
maintenance and shift that language shift is a gradual process that usually
takes place in response to a number of sociological and demographic
factors. Commenting on this issue, Hoffman (1991: 186) says that “under
certain cultural, social and political conditions, a community might tend to
change one set of linguistic tools for another. This phenomenon is clearly
observable in the case of migrant communities”. Similarly, Fishman (1966:
424) contends that the issue of language maintenance and language shift “is
concerned with the relationship between change or stability in habitual
language use, on the one hand, and on-going psychological, social or
cultural processes, on the other hand, when populations differing in
language are in contact with each other”.

Fishman (1991: 55–65) also believes that there are two major causes of
language shift:
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Abstract
Language as a way of communication has a great impact on everyday

individuals and communities as well. The way language is used and
changed depends on many aspects. The cultural contact between languages
is outstanding in the field of language effect. Borrowing and loan words
appear when there is a contact between two languages due to a lot of
reasons. There are many words which are borrowed from Turkish to the
Kurdish of many communities in Erbil. The aim of this study is to show
how language under the rule of the Ottoman Turks affected Kurdish of
different communities in Erbil city. The contact led to the process of
borrowing words from Turkish to Kurdish. It is highly noticeable in Kurdish
in that many words entered the language and still existing in the idiolect of
the old generation.

Introduction
This paper investigates the level of language and cultural shift among

the families lived in the Citadel at the city of Erbil (Hawler).These families
are assumed to have experienced a kind of shift in their language and
culture. The main aim of this study is to gauge the shift and to highlight the
sociodemographic factors enhancing it. The data were collected by means of
interviews with the members of these families. The researchers’
observations and use of language are taken into consideration while
analyzing the data.
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subjects as drama, novel or poetry. Following the logic of a story by reading
what is between the lines is never less important than, for instance, focusing
on understanding how the rules of grammar of a certain language work

In examining the place of literature in ESL/EFL classes, it should be
noted, however, that learning the language is the first and foremost goal for
learners. In other words, the improvement of language abilities
(comprehension, writing, vocabulary, or reading) should always remain
primary in EFL / ESL classes.
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of relaxation is responsible for removing any feelings of the tension
resultant of applying strict rules of grammar.

Finally, since studying literary texts takes part in revising how well
students have learnt rules of grammar and sentence structures, as well as
new vocabulary in their language courses, it should help those students, as
Nidhal al-Nakkash (1978: 138) states, think better about the subject they are
writing about. In this way, learning one language skill, which is that of
writing, is appropriately done so systematically and securely that the best
results should be expected.

Accordingly, including literary material within the curricula of language-
learning courses is not without advantages. Instead of playing a negative
role in the learning process, it can play a supportive role not only by
acquainting the students with the ways in which the target language is used
by the native speakers in different situations but also in speeding up the
language acquisition, for all language skills are almost practised in literature
classrooms.

Conclusion
Using literature in language schools is not a new phenomenon; still it is

a debatable matter among language teachers. Some believe that learning a
language must entirely include those aspects that are related to the activities
of daily life (speaking, listening, and so on). In this case, spending much
time on trying to understand literary texts probably written in old English
has nothing to do with the overall process. However, another group have
come to see literature as significant and vital as any item in EFL / ESL
curricula. They emphasize that language is a part of the human heritage, and
literature could be used to interpret human thoughts.

Based on past studies and some of the field experiences, the language
which is spoken daily is highly figurative, being loaded with metaphorical
expressions and rhetorical devices. Studying the literature written in a
certain language should facilitate, rather than block, learning that language
profoundly. Conclusively, the literature of the target language should be
used to teach that language aspects and rules (sentence structure, tenses,
vocabulary, and so on). Since the literary language is basically connotative
and suggestive, students are more apt here to be trained on a new strategy by
which they will be capable of enlarging their knowledge of the meaning of a
sentence or an expression. Hence, learners' understanding of an utterance
may not be confined or limited to one or two meanings.

In addition, the same results of teaching language courses, such as
obtaining correct grammar, could be gained through teaching such literary
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By employing an approach in which the instructor allows for a radically
different relationship in the classroom, becoming a guide who helps in
facilitating their progress. Therefore, "the classroom becomes a more
democratic and empowering space" where students are "engaged in
expressing themselves in a personal and relevant way in the target language
as quickly as possible." (Mainland 2013: 146).

The psychology of education permits innumerable states where the
learning process can take place successfully. These states include certain
aspects of meditation, relaxation and imagery, visualization, transpersonal
states, dreaming, etc (Essa 1988: 50). Such psychologies, including such
renewed techniques of investigating the mind as meditation, rebirthing,
visualization, spiritual exercises, yoga, etc., can put the teacher in touch with
mental processes from which myth and symbol, art and literature emerge
(Essa 1988: 150-151). The four basic language skills, that is, reading,
writing, speaking, and listening, should be taught in an integrated way if
literature is included in language classrooms. To comprehend a literary
work, ESL / EFL teachers should adopt an approach that works respectively
on the literal level (direct questions of facts), the inferential level (students'
speculations concerning the characters, setting, theme, and so on), and the
personal / evaluative level (stimulating students to think imaginatively
about the work) (Murat 2005: 57).

Among the techniques utilized in teaching literature is the one known as
centring, in which an eyes-closed technique focusing on guided imagery,
fantasy journeys, body adventures, dream exploration, etc. is practised.
Consequently, students will gain cognitive facts as well as intuitive
processes in which both the mind and the body are involved (Essa, 1988:
151). One method to avoid plagiarism is to ask the students to identify a
word that has been unfamiliar to them in the day's reading, to look it up in a
dictionary, and to explain how it is used in context (Henry 2003: 54).
Centring can be utilized with any form of literature, such as short story,
poetry, drama to focus students' awareness on plot, theme, character, image,
motivation, etc. It can also serve a beneficial purpose if preceding and
succeeding activities of the lesson are combined with music and paintings
(Essa, 1988: 154).

Another technique is Suggestology, which is the communicative learning
situation that favours fundamental suggestive relationship between the
teacher and the student. The teacher will employ many artistic forms such as
music, songs, role-playing mime, etc., to help the students relax emotionally
and absorb the presented subject more easily (Essa, 1988: 152). The feeling
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3.2 Teaching Literature for the Undergraduate Students: Problems
& Difficulties

Literature, as an academic subject matter, is usually incorporated within
the curricula of college departments of arts and humanities, while none of
the scientific departments pays much attention to literary texts. As a result,
students often find difficulty in understanding and absorbing the
components of a foreign language. Moreover, if both (Language combined
with literature) are taught together, they may enhance the level of
understanding of other subjects.

Another problem which teaching literature poses is the employment of
impractical strategies of teaching by the teaching staff. Most of the teachers
use whatever methods they have under their disposal; whereas literature
should be related to real-life experiences as much as possible. Teaching by
itself is an art which aims at conveying information in such a way as to
make the recipients understand, accept and think logically of the material he
is being taught. If nothing of this happens, then there must be some error in
the whole educational process.

3.3 Some Approaches of Teaching Literature in EFL / ESL Classes
At school, the study of literature often involves applying practical

criticism to a novel, a play, or a poem. That is to say, reading closely of
what is written on the page must yield meaningful judgments of the value of
the whole literary work. This sort of criticism is thought to lead to
objectivity (Young 2008: 24). Although interpretations of a text might be as
many as the people who have read it, the student, after having employed an
analytical framework other than his/ hers, is normally asked to submit a
more critical than a personal answer (Tory Young 2008: 23-24). Young
(2008: 23) suggests that a student will feel happier if he/she bears in mind
that the literary text being studied is a complete whole, having no
whatsoever gaps to be filled throughout reading. This underlying happiness
with the completeness or entirety of the text must surely be followed by
students' task of marking or underscoring it as either good or bad.

In common with students' general dislike for tests, Nancy Henry (2003)
recommends a no-wrong answer approach to literature. Thus, tests must be
useful to both students and teachers alike. To insure evaluating a variety of
skills in students, quizzes, daily assignments and longer papers, besides
tests, should be the basis of grading (Henry 2003: 55). The flexibility of the
test answers in literature exams must encourage the students' minds to be
more creative in search of the best explanation.
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learners' vocabulary and reading skills. Furthermore, literature could be used
in teaching any language. As Rosenkjar (2007: 19) claims, non-native
students of English translate poetic terms directly without understanding the
context, which will not help in their language development. In effect,
studying literary material may function as a catalyst that facilitates the
intellectual growth of a student while interacting, sharing, and exchanging
views or opinions among his or her classmates.

3.1 Teaching EFL / ESL in Kurdistan Region
The English language is normally considered as a foreign language for

the native learners. In addition to the mother language (Kurdish), most of
Kurds know and can speak English better than any other foreign language.
Nevertheless, due to the high school or preparatory students' weak basis in
their early years of education, English becomes the main unyielding
obstacle for them once they attend universities. With the introduction of the
Sunrise programme into school curricula, evidence of some improvement
can be realized. However, the expected level of a better English is still
difficult to attain due to the old methods employed in teaching and teachers'
fundamental lack of experience and knowledge.

In university, the proficient or competent students of English must have
largely depended on individual efforts in their mastery of the subject matters
taught in English. Additionally, the students who study a foreign language
should have full desire to master the target language they are to learn.
Basically, English proficiency may involve each of the four language skills.
As Jones (1970: 10) declares, the failure in education is due to the language
failure. Moreover, the drawbacks found in the academic system could be
attributed to various factors, as Onukaogu (2002: 350) illustrates, which are
the absence of language policy, inadequate curriculum in teaching English,
irrelevant educational qualifications and inability to teach English language.
Finally, the English language curriculum should be dealt with separately
from other lessons. Literary texts should be selected based on students`
special needs and interests in certain language aspects and fields.

Dealing with any language course in much the same way as tackling any
other subject in the syllabus is probably a reason for learners' continual
disappointment with language lessons. Obviously, the failure of reminding
students that language is an essential part of their lives the neglect of which
may result in their giving up any prospect of acquiring a language in the
future is also behind students' weak level in English. Such problems, if not
considered and dealt with properly, are likely to undermine any prospect of
success in the overall educational development.
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communication in that country takes place as they present situations of
characters from various social / regional backgrounds (Murat 2005: 54).

Writing could be an important task in teaching literature, since it affects
the students` proficiency and helps students to organize their ideas clearly.
However, Isaacs (2009: 119) claims that there is no place for writing in
many English classes; alternatively, even if there is, it is the exclusive area
in English department. Moreover, Mainland (2013: 146) describes the role
of criticality in literature, emphasizing that critical ideas need a good
language for utterance. Interestingly, the process of language learning draws
a connection between texts and ideas to keep on the path. According to
Murat (2005: 55), through literature learners become familiar with "a
substantial and contextualized body of text." In addition, what adds to their
writing skills is their increasing awareness of the variety of the ways by
virtue of which ideas can be connected. Using literature also brings about
the learners' personal involvement. That is, they begin to react emotionally
to the story that is being unfolded, which has a beneficial effect on the
whole language-learning process.

Literature can serve as the source of correlation between the students`
proficiency and language use. Relevantly, Adesuyi (1991: 38) explains that
both language and literature are inseparable parts of English, and each is
described as one side of a coin. Both are serving people's communications
and activities. Furthermore, language is the system of communication that is
used to express different thoughts. Precisely, different types of literature
may affect language acquisition in accordance with culture, society, and
area. Reading and studying a novel, a play, or a poem in the target language
may help in introducing learners to the culture through which that language
passed. It is through reading a literary work written in a certain dialect of a
language that a student may be aware of the varieties of that language.

The value of literature essentially comes from its capacity to develop
learners' sociolinguistic knowledge of the target language, providing them
with a wide range of language varieties. Language changes from one social
group and profession to another. Similarly, a person speaks differently in
more than one social context, using formal or informal speech styles (Murat
2005: 56).

In the light of the above, literature exposes the learners to other
languages and cultures. Moreover, the interrelation between literature and
language could be seen through expressing ideas. It shows how people of
different cultures can share their ideas simply through language. Besides, a
subsequent advantage of studying literature will be the enrichment of the
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Interestingly, Labo – Popoola (2010: 48) illustrates that language is the
source of communication between societies. According to Vethamani et al.
(2010), literature is the part of a language, which improves different skills.
Additionally, literature will help the process of language learning to be more
interesting. In addition, Calia (2009: 33) suggests that reading could be the
easiest way to learn a language if teaching literature is utilized in this regard,
because literature will enrich vocabulary and language content; as Collie
and Slater (1987: 27), Oster (1989: 99), Lazar (1993: 40), and Vethamani
(2004: 55) agree on the importance of literature in language improvements.

3. The Role of Literature in Helping Students Acquire English
Traditional education does not observe the experiences young people

may have, nor does it match their abilities and needs since it imposes its
rules and facts on the learning process where the students are in a complete
state of receptivity and obedience. This process should be viewed as an
experience, a free activity and a development of the individuality in a way
that utilizes the opportunities of present life to acquaint the young
generation with what is going on in the world and prepare it for the future as
well (Layla S. Essa 1988: 149). Studying, memorizing and applying rules of
grammar of a certain language may elicit a learner's loss of identity viewing
the fact that the capacity for self-expression is likely to be halted or
invariably obliterated. This is what Young hints at when he comments on
the consequences of relying merely on what is exactly stated in the
textbooks: "This feeling of loss of self might be further exaggerated in the
process of acquiring a properly academic voice" (Young, 1988: 24).

Literature classes, as Mainland (2013: 145) puts it, help students find
their voice. In this way, getting students talk in another language and
assisting them express themselves have a lot in common. Literature can be a
tool rather than an end in teaching English as a second or foreign language
(Murat 2005: 53). The major four reasons why literature should be used in
ESL / EFL classrooms are: authenticity, cultural and language enrichments,
in addition to personal involvement (Murat 2005: 54). The part which a
novel or a poem plays is to take the learner to a vaster or larger area of huge
bulk of language utterances, based on lifelike, situational, authentic
experiences which characters have in the literary work.

Likewise, reading works of different literary genres offers students
familiarity with many various linguistic forms, communicative functions
and meanings. The worlds which such written texts as novels, short stories,
poems, and drama offer helps in learners' understanding of how
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1. Introduction
Language has a primary role in distinguishing human beings from other

living species. Its effective impact in expanding the communication among
groups is unique. An example can be detected in those with speech and
hearing disabilities who feel it difficult to integrate into the society. Besides
maintaining various communicative roles, language demonstrates a variety
of cultural experiences, which are partly reflected in literature. Usually, low
proficient students of English do not welcome literary texts in their studies
since they find learning a new language through dealing with those texts
hard and complicated, and, in a way, fruitless. Normally, even without such
literary texts students do not easily cope with the rules which the process of
learning requires. Although literature components may be a challenging
point in language classes, both can be used to develop the skills of any
language learner. The present study attempts to highlight the effective role
of literature in language development.

2. A Review of the Past Studies
Many writers, such as Chan (1999: 15), claim that literature should be

taught, because it uses a powerful language and contains the skills needed
for language learning. Collins (1993: 22) relates a language to humans' pre-
knowledge tendency to interpret things. Different ideas, therefore, could be
linked through reading, a skill which literature serves to achieve. According
to Ghosn (2002: 175) and Shrestha (2008: 11), literature provides
authenticity to language learning. Moreover, literature will help improve
and develop each of the language skills separately, namely, writing,
speaking, and reading (Khatib et al., 2011: 102). It is argued that literature is
a complex structure that supports the acquisition of the target language and
it will help, as a result, the users to be more competent in it.

Lado (1964: 49) defines language as the component of expressions and
literature. Through the experiences, it can be concluded that both language
and literature are inter-related (Ogunnaike, 2002: 340). Labo – Popoola
(2010: 52) describes literature as the foundation of language learning;
through literature, different cultures could be identified. As it is indicated,
language is the source of communication, and literature is identified as the
cultural transmission from generation to generation. It can be said that
literature is the heritage of any culture that can be explored using a
language. Through this argument, it can be said that teaching literature has
such a beneficial impact on language learning that they cannot be separated.
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Abstract
Language as a phenomenon is the basic means of communication. It is

considered as the heritage of humankind. Indeed, it is language in its
distinctive shape or form that separates the human race from other living
species. Language is the source of comprehension, which sets one society
apart from another. On the other hand, literature is the source of inspiration
and expression of social, philosophical, theological, or whatsoever sort of
ideas. Moreover, the history of any language will be powerful through the
careful and clever use of literature.

Using literature in ESL / EFL classes has been a matter of intensive
debate, at least for those who devaluate teaching literature to non-native
students in favour of employing only the traditional methods of language
teaching. For such a group, using other than the well-known methods of
teaching – including studying literary texts - is a waste of time and effort.
Nevertheless, there has appeared another group of teachers with another
perspective: why not using the rich language material of literature to achieve
the best results as regards language learning?

Therefore, the paper is intended to expose the helpful impact of literature
- no matter what form it takes - on language and language proficiency. It has
a vital role in acquainting the learners with the ways by which the target
language can be expressed.

Key words: literature, language learning, role, and technique, teaching
EFL / ESL classes, methods.
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47-60Les Aspects de la Mort dans Le Roi se Meurt de Ionesco
Assistant Instructor: Zaid Basim Ahmed

4.
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